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SONNENBLICK SIX FLAGS HOTEL/WATER PARK
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SONNENBLICK SIX FLAGS VALLEJO, LLC

January 29, 2020
Clerk of the Board

County of SOiano

675 Texas Street, suite 6500

Fairfield, CA 94533
Attention: James Rezek, Assistant Director, General Services
Dear Mr. Bezek,

On behalf of Sonnenblick Six Flags Vallejo LLC, Development Team, we are formally
submitting our proposal and response to the RFQ issued by the Solano 360 committee.
Enclosed are five (5) hard copies, which include this transmittal letter, an executive

summary and accompanying exhibits, the statement of qualifications, a narrative general

concept including a proposed concept plan, site plan, and elevation sketches for Solano 360,
references, and a confidential financial submission, along with a USS flash drive in PDF
format

We are available with notice to review our credentials, submittal, and proposed uses with
you or your selection team at your convenience. Please contact me in furtherance of this

response to your RFQ.
Sincerely,

<Ro4✓

Mr. Robert Sonnenblick,
Chairman, Sonnenblick Development LLC
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SONNENBLICK SIX FLAGS VALLEJO LLC
Executive Summary
This presentation is being made in response to the RFQ issued by the Solano 360
mixed use site in Vallejo, California, and will address the six objectives outlined on page
6 of the RFQ. The overall site available for development is approximately one hundred
and eleven acres, and this response to the RFQ includes a site plan to utilize the entire
parcel on a phased development program. We have specifically not included:
•

Single family

•

Recreational vehicle sale and or storage

•

Automobile sales

•

Manufacturing

•

Hospitals

•

Warehouse storage or distribution

The development team for Sonnenblick Six Flags Vallejo LLC, is led by
Bob Sonnenblick, Chairman of Sonnenblick Development of Los Angeles, California.
His team

for

the

Solano

360 project

includes

Aquatic

Group, Swinerton Construction Corp, Lemery Development
Flags-Discovery

Kingdom;

their qualifications

Development

Group,

and

Six

are attached as exhibits A-D.

With their combined and varied experience in building similar projects,
hospitality

industry, and

the inclusion

of

Six

Flags

as

the

the manager/

operator of the hotel/waterpark, is a uniquely qualified team, which has been
assembled to build out this site as a mixed use development to include a
Hotel water
themed

park, destination

retail, restaurants,

entertainment

facilities

to compliment Six Flags Discovery Kingdom, a residential component, a

people mover from Six Flags Discovery Kingdom to the 360 Project venue, water
scaping, lakes, walking trails, bike trails, sports facilities, transportation, and parking
venues.
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Sonnenblick Development is a major hotel, office, retail, and mixed use
developer in

the USA

with

a

multi

generation

history of

success

in both

funding and developing real estate projects throughout the USA. (See exhibit C. i.
attached hereto.)
Aquatic Development Group (“ADG”) from Cohoes, New York, is a major builder
of indoor and outdoor waterparks and is a long time Six Flags vendor. (See exhibit C
iii. attached hereto).
Swinerton Construction Corporation is one of Northern California's major general
contractors specializing in large hotel construction. Their impressive resume is included
in this submission.
Six Flags - Discovery Kingdom is a globally recognized theme park company. (See
attached as exhibit C. ii. Six Flag's project portfolio).
Lemery Development Group. John Lemery is a member of the New York state
bar, was a Captain in the US Army, and served as Six Flags’ local New York State
counsel for several years. Mr. Lemery was the person primarily responsible for the
development of

Six

Flags

first

hotel/indoor

waterpark

in

Lake

George,

NY.

(Examples Lemery Development Groups projects and development experience is
attached as exhibit C. iv.).
Attached as Exhibit B, is an overall view of the entire site plan. The build out of
the site would involve two phases. In phase one, we propose constructing a hotel of
350-400
square

rooms,

an

80, 0 0 0

foot convention

square

space

convention space as Exhibit B).
would

include

a

(see

foot

indoor

schematic

waterpark,

drawing

of

and

a

20,000

hotel/waterpark

&

In addition to the hotel/waterpark, the site

golfing experience

(see

diagram

of

the

potential

golfing

experience as Exhibit D). Phase two would consist of restaurants, retail shopping
with a residential component over the

shops

(Exhibit

D),

a

possible

indoor

racing facility, and other amenities as described on the site plan. The existing
parking as well as the additional 2500 spaces required by Six Flags is highlighted in
Exhibit B.
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The hotel/waterpark will be managed, operated by, and branded as a Six Flags
hotel/waterpark. A

direct link between

Discovery

Kingdom and

the

site

is

planned, which may consist of an above-ground gondola, articulated buses, or some
other means of conveyance to move the pedestrians from the theme park to the
hotel/waterpark and other amenities and parking.
Each phase as described will generate significant income for the city and county.
There will be several hundred full-time jobs created – retail, hospitality, and commercial,
significant sales tax revenue, bed and ticket tax revenue, increased real estate tax
revenue, and whatever other revenue might be customarily available to the city and
county. In addition, there will be several hundred construction jobs created during the
build out of both phases. Six Flags Discovery Kingdom draws a significant amount of
visitors to the area annually. The link between the hotel/waterpark and Discovery
Kingdom will provide an opportunity to substantially increase the visitor traffic,
and thereby increasing the income and revenue for the city and county residents.
The build out of phase one and two as described will surely increase traffic to the
fairground during its operating season, exposing these visitors to the rich history of
the fair. The increased revenue will aid the county in the redevelopment of the
fairground.
The overall plan is to establish a unique place with an unmistakable identity
that serves as a large economic hub, a safe environment for visitors and residents,
as well as a pedestrian friendly gathering place. See the overall site plan (Exhibit B).
Exhibits:
A. Letter from Six Flags Corporate
B. Site Plan & Narrative Concept
C. Development Group's CVs
i. Sonnenblick's project and development experience
ii. Six Flag’s CV and project portfolio
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OF ENGINEER

January 20, 2020
Sonnenblick Development, LLC
1422 Cuesta Linda Drive,
Pacific Palisades CA 90272
Attn: Robert Sonnenblick
Dear Mr. Sonnenblick,
Six Flags Theme Parks Inc. ("Six Flags") is pleased to inform you of our intent to enter into an
LOI with Sonnenblick Development, LLC ("SD LLC") regarding the potential development of a
hotel and waterpark (the "Property") in close proximity to our Six Flags Discovery Kingdom
park. We anticipate entering into the LOI shortly following such time SD LLC is granted the
exclusive right to develop the Property known as the Solano360 Mixed-Use Site, Vallejo, CA
pursuant to Solano County's Request for Qualifications process. As will be set forth in the
definitive documents that both of our organizations will enter into, Six Flags would license its
brand and operate the Property.
We are looking forward to working with you in this exciting project.
Kind regards,

�Vice President, International Operations & Business Development

Confidential Document
924 East Avenue J • Grand Prairie, TX 75050 • 972-595-5000
8
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SITE PLAN - NARRATIVE CONCEPT
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Narrative	
  Concept	
  for	
  Solano	
  360	
  

The Sonnenblick Development Six Flags Vallejo LLC proposal responds to the
request for a market based development project with a creative vision to meet the
objectives of the Solono 360. The goal of this project is to create a unique, enjoyable
destination for residents of the area and visitors alike while generating the sufficient
sales, bed, and real estate taxes and other revenue to meet the market demand and
financial requirements necessary to make the entire project successful.

Our project includes the development of a 350-400 room Hotel/Waterpark,
which will complement the existing Six Flags Discovery Kingdom. Members of our
development team (previously described) have worked with Six Flags for many years
and are very familiar with the needs of the park and its patrons. We anticipate creating
longer stays at the destination as visitors enjoy the wide range of activities at the Hotel/
Indoor Waterpark, the ancillary restaurants, entertainment, sports facilities, ESports,
and destination retail. These extended stays, and return visits, increase the amount of
dollars spent and the tax revenue created.

We envision family restaurants and additional entertainment such as a golf venue
where families and individuals can utilize a driving range as entertainment as well as a
party venue for social functions. Destination retail will include a large sports retailer,
thereby creating a regional draw of patrons and families who travel to shop at these
venues. The residential component is aimed toward addressing the work, eat, and play
concept for both existing and new personnel who would work at the facilities, among
others. We envision incorporating walkways, rivers, water scaping, and open space for
picnics and family gatherings.
An amphitheater or E arena and outdoor entertainment venue will add to the
entertainment space already a part of Discovery Kingdom, drawing other local and
regional art and music clients for concerts in the park.

The 37 acre Fairground property has been exempted from our plan. The tax
revenue from our project will help support the County Fair and the “Fair of the Future”.
Our hope is with the added visitors to the destination, there will also be an increase to
the Fair’s visitors, encouraging new people to experience the “Fair of the Future” and
adding to their overall enjoyment of the destination.

Land uses are described in the site plan drawing with overall acreage (Exhibit E
in the Executive Summary). The site plan is our initial concept after reviewing the
enclosed market study recently completed to address the subject’s retail and
entertainment demographics and the financial quality and quantities of the region. This
is our submission in an effort to make Vallejo the Dynamic entertainment destination in
Northern California.
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Sonnenblick Six Flags Vallejo

LLC	
  Team	
  Members	
   Solano	
  360	
  Fairgrounds	
  
Bob Sonnenblick
Chairman of Sonnenblick Development LLC with 30 years of real estate development, financing, and
management experience in major real estate projects including Hotels, Shopping Malls, Office Buildings and
mixed use projects throughout the United States. Bob was also a principal and senior partner in the
Sonnenblick Goldman Company, a distinguished investment-banking firm with billions of dollars invested in
major real estate projects. Bob’s impressive education, background, completed projects, and financing
experience is attached hereto. He will lead the team to construct and finance the proposed mixed use Six
Flags Hotel/Waterpark and other uses including retail, residential, and entertainment facilities.
Don McCoy
Don is the president of Six Flags Discovery Kingdom in Vallejo, CA and is a part of the Six Flag’s President’s
management team with many years working at Six Flags with various responsibilities. Don was the park
president and part of the development team for the Six Flags Great Escape Theme Park/Hotel/waterpark in
New York, and has several years experience managing Six Flags Properties. Dons resume and pictures of his
successful projects are attached hereto.
Ken Ellis
Ken is the CEO and Chairman of Aquatic Development Group and has a very impressive list of successful
projects, which are attached hereto. His role with the team is to design and build the water park portion of
the project. The destination Discovery Kingdom Hotel/waterpark should be a significant regional draw,
enhancing the overall experience in Vallejo, CA.

Jeff Hoopes
Jeff is the CEO of Swinerton Incorporated. Swinerton traces its roots back to 1888, when a young Swedish
immigrant formed a brick masonry and contracting business in Los Angeles to serve the growing city in its
post–Gold Rush building boom. The company now has over 3,500 employees from coast to coast. The
company still operates under California contractor’s license number 92—the one it obtained in 1927 when
the state first began issuing licenses. Many Swinerton-built structures now claim a spot on the National
Register of Historic Places and other architectural preservation lists.

John Lemery
John is a licensed attorney in New York and Pennsylvania, and was Six Flags local and tax council in NY State
for several years. Lemery was principally responsible for the creation of the Hotel/Waterpark at Six Flags
Great Escape Theme Park. He also managed the land acquisition, financing, site plan, zoning, and planning.
His resume and completed projects are attached.

Dan Cromwell
Dan is the Owner and President of DBC Advisors. He is a Commercial Real Estate Consultant with broadbased experience and expertise in site selection, economic incentive negotiation and demographic/
psychographic modeling. His specialties include: Site selection & evaluation, economic incentive negotiation,
acquisitions, dispositions, strategic planning, development services, investment and financial analysis

Buck Kamphausen
Buck has been a resident and business leader of Vallejo, CA since 1971 and as such has been a great
influence on the progress and spirit of Vallejo. His accomplishments include acting President of the CCRC,
the steering committee for downtown Vallejo business development. He is also known for his vision of what
is now Six Flags Discovery Kingdom in Vallejo.
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Conceptual Development Timeline
Year 1
Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 2
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 3
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 4
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

ENA
Dev Agreement
CONCEPT

City Approval
Permit Ready
Preparations
Infrastructure
Hotel Waterpark
Destination Retall
Specialty Retail
Residential
Sports Center- Top Golf

OPENING TARGET
DATE
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Soft Opening
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Sonnenblick Development

Alpharetta, Atlanta, GA
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Bob Sonnenblick I Sonnenblick Development LLC

Bob Sonnenblick
Mr. Robert Sonnenblick, Principal of Sonnenblick,
LLC, is a graduate of the Wharton School of Finance of

the University of Pennsylvania with more than 30 years
of experience in various aspects of real estate and real

estate finance. From 1981 to 1991 Mr. Sonnenblick was
the driving force and power behind Sonnenblick

Goldman Corporation of California. Mr. Sonnenblick

completed over $1.5 Billion of commercial real estate

transactions on the West Coast and as a result is

regarded as one of the West Coast's leaders in the field
of commercial real estate. Among the more notable

projects for which Mr. Sonnenblick personally structured
the financing for are The Beaudry Center, Los Angeles,

California ($197 million), the Ritz Carlton Hotel, Pasadena,

California ($97 million), One Waterfront Plaza, Honolulu, Hawaii ($100 million), and the Los
Angeles World Trade Center, Los Angeles, California ($55 million).

In 1991 Mr. Sonnenblick was appointed Director of Development for the New Jersey and

L.A. MetroMalls, with the responsibility for oversight and direction of the design, financing

and leasing programs for two proposed $250 million enclosed regional malls totaling 1.2
million Sq. Ft. each. Mr. Sonnenblick personally oversaw more than 1 million Sq. Ft. of

leases in connection with this position as well as arranging the necessary debt and equity
financing. The New Jersey project opened to one of the strongest starts in the history of

the United States mall industry. In addition, Mr. Sonnenblick was an original development
partner of the Loews Santa Monica Beach Hotel. This 360-room, $90 million hotel was
recently sold for $125 million.

Prior to forming Sonnenblick Development, LLC, Mr. Sonnenblick was the senior partner in

a Los Angeles-based real estate development firm (Sonnenblick Del Rio Development)

which specialized in public-private partnerships, specifically the development of four major
government-leased office buildings throughout the Los Angeles basin. During this tenure,

Mr. Sonnenblick successfully developed nearly 1 million square feet of government leased
buildings, occupied by such tenants as U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Federal

www.sonndev.com/2012/02/bob-sonnenblick/
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Bob Sonnenblick I Sonnenblick Development LLC

Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Los Angeles County Sheriffs Department, Los Angeles County
Department of Public Social Services and Los Angeles County Department of Children and
Family Services.

Mr. Sonnenblick is a frequent speaker at various real estate-related functions, such as

those hosted by Deloitte Touche, ICSC, Value Retail News, Crittenden, USC, UCLA Real

Estate Program, IMN Real Estate Conferences and the Institute for International Research,

The Opal Group, iGlobal Forum Group, Globe Street/Realshare Conferences and
Bloomberg Conferences.

Mr. Sonnenblick is a member of the Advisory Board of the Golf Development Institute, a

member of the Board of Real Estate Council of the Century City Chamber of Commerce
and is a published author on subjects ranging from architecture to general real estate

market conditions. In addition to Mr. Sonnenblick's expertise in development, finance, joint

ventures and equity structuring, Mr. Sonnenblick has also been certified as an expert in the
area of real estate bankruptcy/foreclosure. Mr. Sonnenblick is a qualified expert witness in

the area of Commercial Real Estate Finance and Interest Rates for the United States
Federal Court System in numerous jurisdictions.
1976 to 1980

Wharton Business School at the University of Pennsylvania, B.S.

1980 to 1982

Real estate financier, Sonnenblick-Goldman Corp., New York NY

1983 to 1992

Real estate financier, Sonnenblick-Goldman Corp., Los Angeles

1993 to 1998

in Economics and Finance

CA

Co-developer and Director of Leasing and Finance, NJ Metromall

(now 'jersey Gardens") a 1.2 million square foot factory outlet

mall located on the NJ Turnpike in Elizabeth NJ
1986 to 1998

Development Partner and Director of Finance, The Loews Santa

Monica Beach Hotel, a 360 room luxury oceanfront 4-star hotel

1987 to 1997

Equity Partner, The Boca Raton Resort Hotel, a luxury 4- star,

1999 to 2001

Developed DPSS El Monte #1 (a $39 million class-A office

2001 to 2003

www.sonndev.com/2012/02/bob-sonnenblick/

1000 room resort hotel

building 100% leased to the County of Los Angeles)

Developed DPSS West LA (a $36 million class-A office building

100% leased to the County of Los Angeles)
18

Bob Sonnenblick I Sonnenblick Development LLC

2003 to 2005

Developed DPSS - El Monte #2 (a $46 million Class-A office

building 100% leased to the County of Los Angeles)
2006 to 2007

Developed Flair Plaza Shopping Center in Los Angeles on the 1-10
freeway at the Rosemead Blvd. off-ramp

Redeveloped Norwalk Government Center, a 500,000 sq. ft.

Class-A office building on Imperial Highway, anchor tenants are

State of California (Board of Equalization, Small Business

2007 to present

Administration), the County of Los Angeles (Dept. of Public Social
Services, Dept. of Children & Family Services, Mental Health

Dept., Sheriffs' Dept.), and the Federal Government (the FBI,

Social Security Administration, and Dept. of Homeland Security
Los Angeles County Headquarters)

Established Sonnenblick Development LLC, a multi-faceted real

estate development company specializing in 4-star oceanfront

resort hotel developments across the United States, with a

2011 to present

particular focus on high-end golf resorts. The company also has

a secondary focus on development of airport on-property limited
service hotels. Bob Sonnenblick is a featured speaker at many

global development, hospitality and funding conferences. [Click

for upcoming events]

www.sonndev.com/2012/02/bob-sonnenblick/
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SonnDev Developer
Founder of Sonnenblick, LLC, Mr. Robert Sonnenblick, is a graduate of the Wharton
School of Finance of the University of Pennsylvania with decades of experience in
various aspects of real estate and real estate finance. From 1981 to 1991 Mr.
Sonnenblick was the driving force and power behind Sonnenblick-Goldman
Corporation of California. Mr. Sonnenblick completed over $1.5 Billion of commercial
real estate transactions on the West Coast and as a result is regarded as one of the
West Coast's leaders in the field of commercial real estate. Among the more notable
projects for which Mr. Sonnenblick personally structured the financing for are The
Beaudry Center, Los Angeles, California ($197 million), the Ritz Carlton Hotel,
Pasadena, California ($97 million), One Waterfront Plaza, Honolulu, Hawaii ($100
million), and the Los Angeles World Trade Center, Los Angeles, California ($55 million).
Together, the principals of Sonnenblick Development have a combined 29 years
of experience in real estate, construction, finance and development in excess of
$2.5 Billion in closed transactions.
Team
Bob Sonnenblick
In 1991 Mr. Sonnenblick was appointed Director of Development for the New Jersey
and L.A. MetroMalls, with the responsibility for oversight and direction of the design,
financing and leasing programs for two proposed $250 million enclosed regional malls
totaling 1.2 million Sq. Ft. each. Mr. Sonnenblick personally oversaw more than 1 million
Sq. Ft. of leases in connection with this position as well as arranging the necessary
debt and equity financing. The New Jersey project opened to one of the strongest starts
in the history of the United States mall industry. In addition, Mr. Sonnenblick was an
original development partner of the Loews Santa Monica Beach Hotel. This 360-room,
$90 million hotel was recently sold for $125 million.
Sonnenblick Development, LLC
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SonnDev Experience
The Los Angeles-based real estate development firm, Sonnenblick Development LLC,
is a highly recognized developer of office facilities for state, county and municipal public
agencies throughout the nation. In addition, the firm has developed Major Retail,
Residential and Hotel Resort projects.
For governmental/public agencies, our goal has always been to provide high quality,
state of the art facilities at long-term, flat rental rates that are often significantly below
prevailing market rates. To accomplish this, we have developed unique and innovative
lease and financing structures.

L.A. County Building

L.A. County Building - Phase 2
Department of Children's Services
El Monte, California

Department of Social Services
El Monte, California

Department of Homeland Security

L.A. County Building
Department of Social Services
West L.A., California

L.A. Headquarters Building
Norwalk, California

Sonnenblick Development, LLC
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SonnDev Experience
The Mills at JerseyGardens

Highlights:

The Mills at Jersey Gardens is a two-level indoor outlet mall
in Elizabeth, New Jersey. The mall opened on October 21,
1999, and is the largest outlet mall in New Jersey. The mall
was built on a former landfill, which required remediation
prior to the mall development. Today, the former landfill is
one of the largest multi-use shopping mall on the East coast
and one of the most successful outlet malls inAmerica

•
•

1.2 mill feet of outlet mall surrounded by airport, hotels and additional retail
170 acres of landfill, which was remediated and deep dynamic compacted to
allow 4000 piles to be driven 120 feet average to build the mall.

•

The environmental work took 14 months to complete, and the methane gas
recovery system was installed over the cap and under the slab to eliminate
any methane gas from the land filltrash.

•

$400 million flyover the 95 tollway was also designed and bonded to gain
access to the mall from the interstate

•

Financing of this mall and the anchor tenants took about 24 months to
complete and 24 additional months to open the facility to the public.

Sonnenblick Development, LLC
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SonnDev Experience
The Mills at JerseyGardens
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SonnDev Financed Projects

Securitized
First Mortgage Financing
The Beaudry Center
Los Angeles, California
$197,000,000

First Mortgage Financing
The Fairmont Hotel
San Francisco, California
$51,000,000

Take-out and
Construction Financing
One Waterfront Plaza
Honolulu, Hawaii
$100,000,000

First Mortgage Financing
The Meridien Hotel
San Francisco, California
$63,000,000

Sonnenblick Development, LLC
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SonnDev Financed Projects

Take-out Financing
Hawthorne Plaza
San Francisco, California
$72,000,000

Construction Financing
One Shoreline Drive
Corpus Christi, Texas
$61,000,000

Sonnenblick Development, LLC
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SonnDev Financed Projects

Construction Financing
San Francisco Centre
San Francisco, California
$86,000,000

First Mortgage Financing
Santa Monica Beach Hotel
Santa Monica, California
$61,000,000

Construction and
Permanent Financing
Fairmont Hotel
San Jose, California
$76,000,000
Permanent and
Construction Financing
Village on Canon
Beverly Hills, California
$33,250,000 & $30,850,000

Sonnenblick Development, LLC
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SonnDev Financed Projects

Securitized Fixed·Rate
Mortgage Bonds
300 River Place
Office Building
Detroit, Michigan
$69,000,000

Cornerstone Plaza
1990 Bundy Avenue
Los Angeles California
Sale

First Mortgage Financing
Valley Plaza Shopping Mall
Bakersfield. California
$65,000,000

First Mortgage Financing
Dana Point Resort Hotel
Dana Point, California
$53,000,000

Sonnenblick Development, LLC
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SonnDev Financed Projects

First Mortgage Financing
Hyatt on Union Square
San Francisco, California
$70,000,000

Leasehold
First Mortgage Financing
LA World Trade Center
Los Angeles, California
$55,000,000

Line of Credit Financing
Los Angeles Lakers
Los Angeles, California
$22,500,000

First Mortgage and J.V./
Equity
AT&T Gateway Tower
Seattle, Washington
$165,000,000 &
$35,000,000

Sonnenblick Development, LLC
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SonnDev Financed Projects

Leasehold First and Second
Mortgage Financing
Pier 39
San Francisco, California
$86,000,000
First Mortgage and J.V./
Equity
The Ritz-Carlton
Huntington Hotel
Pasadena, California
$86,250,000 & $10,000,000
Development Cost and J.V./
Equity
The Parkshore Club
Chicago, Illinois
$83,500,000 & $11,000,000

m.

Sale of Leasehold Interest
The J-W Marriott Hotel
Century City, California
$85,000,000

Sonnenblick Development, LLC
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SonnDev Financed Projects

Sale of Leasehold Interest
ABC Entertainment Center
Century City, California
$54,100,000

Leasehold
First Mortgage Financing
The Hyatt Islandia Hotel
San Diego, California
$33,000,000

Leasehold
First Mortgage Financing
Broadway Market
Seattle, Washington
$21,000,000

'.:.. If ,•;· ::·.-·

I ,,,,,.

i '.,,;..."

First Mortgage Financing
The Academy
No. Hollywood, California
$36,200,000

.,,...... ... ...,<'#4 • .-,

Sonnenblick Development, LLC
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SonnDev Financed Projects

First Mortgage Financing
Holiday Inn Union
Square Hotel
San Francisco, California
$27,000,000

Leasehold
Construction Financing
Hyatt Regency Hotel
San Diego, CA
$140,000,000

J.V./Equity and
Construction Financing
111 Capitol Mall Building
Sacramento, CA
$55,000,000

Sonnenblick Development, LLC
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SonnDev Financed Projects

Leasehold
Permanent Financing
Seaport Village Shopping
San Diego, CA
$40,000,000

Participating
First Mortgage Financing
Warner Financial Center
Woodland Hills, CA
$18,300,000

Construction
Mini-Perm Financing
Paladion Shopping Mall
San Diego, CA
$32,000,000
Sale
Fair Plaza Shopping
Center
Los Angeles, CA
$14,000,000

Sonnenblick Development, LLC
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SonnDev Financed Projects

Acquisition/Renovation
Mortgage Financing
Sheraton Newport
Beach Hotel
Newport Beach, CA
$20,500,000

First Mortgage Financing
Scripps Corporate Plaza
San Diego, CA
$21,000,000

First Mortgage Financing
R Street Office Building
Sacramento, CA
$18,500,000

Sonnenblick Development, LLC
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SonnDev Owned Projects
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COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES - PHASE I
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SOCIAL
SERVICES
•
120,000 Rentable Sq. Ft.
•
Six-story Structure with One Floor
Subterranean
•
Project Developer
and Owner

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES - PHASE II
DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN & FAMILY
SERVICES
•
120,000 Rentable Sq. Ft.
•
The Building Sits Next to Phase I
of the El Monte DPSS Campus that
Includes an 834-Car, Seven-Story
Parking Garage that has Granite
Highlights.
•
Incorporates a 10,000 Square Foot
Day Care Facility (2,500 Interior and 7,500
Exterior),120,000 Rentable Sq. Ft.
•
Six-story Structure with One Floor
Subterranean
•
Project Developer and Owner

Sonnenblick Development, LLC
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SonnDev Owned Projects

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES PHASE Ill
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SOCIAL
SERVICES

•
•
•
•

Located in West Los Angeles, CA
70,000 Rentable Sq. Ft.
Four Story Structure
Project Developer and Owner

IMPERIAL NORWALK CENTRE
IMPERIAL NORWALK
CENTREIMPERIAL NORWALK CENTRE
•

Norwalk, CA

•
L.A. Headquarters of the Dept of
Homeland Security
•
500,000 Sq. Ft.
•
7-Story Office Building
•
Tenants Include the County Of Los
Angeles and The State Of California
Project Developer and Owner
•
Tenants Include:
•
Homeland Security/USA
•
The FBI/USA
•
LA County Sheriff Dept.
•
LA County Dept of Social Services
•
•
LA County Mental Health
State of Calif Board of Equalization
•
•
Accenture Inc.
•
The Social Security Administration

Sonnenblick Development, LLC
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SonnDev Projects
THE LOEWS SANTA MONICA HOTEL

•
•
•
•
•

Beach Front Hotel
360 Rooms
5 years to Entitle Project
Built for $90,000,000
Sold for $125,000,000
Co-Developer & EquityInvestor

BOCA RATON RESORT
THE WALDORF ASTORIA COLLECTION

•
•
•
•

356 Acres in South Florida
1000 Hotel Rooms
30 Tennis Courts
Equity Investor

WALDORF ASTORIA COLLECTION
(HILTON CORP)
PALM BEACH COUNTY, FLORIDA
•
•
•
•

Sonnenblick Development, LLC
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Proposed Waterfront Hotel
325 Hotel Rooms
$100,000,000
Project Developer

Limited Service Hotel
Hotels offering mid-range or otherwise 3 to 4 star hotels service appeal the largest
segment of the travelling public.
This kind of hotels does not provide elaborate service and have a adequate staffing.
They also provide uniformed service , food and beverage room service, in room
entertainment's and also Wi-Fietc.

Sonnenblick Development, LLC
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Limited Service Hotel

Originally defined as a hotel without restaurant or banquet facilities, the services and
amenities offered to guests of limited-service hotels are typically simple. However,
these services and amenities have expanded over the past decade, and in today's
market a limited-service hotel's range of amenities might include a business center, a
fitness room, a guest laundry facility, a market pantry, an indoor and/or outdoor pool
and whirlpool, and small meeting rooms.

3385
38
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LOEWS
SANTA MONICA BEACH HOTEL

SONNENBLICK
DEVELOPMENT

42

$185,000,000
43

Sonnenblick-Goldman
Corp. of California
U

CONTIN ING TO BE THE WEST COAST'S LEADER
IN MAJOR COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS

$197,000,000

$51,000,000

The Beaudry Center
Los Angeles, California

The Fairmont Hotel
San Francisco, California

Securitized
First Mortgage Financing

First Mortgage Financing

$100,000,000

$63,000,000

One Waterfront Plaza
Honolulu, Hawaii

The Meridien Hotel
San Francisco, California

Take-out and
Construction Financing

First Mortgage Financing

$72,000,000

$61,000,000

Hawthorne Plaza
San Francisco, California

One Shoreline Drive
Corpus Christi, Texas

Take-out Financing

Construction Financing

Sonnenblick-Goldman
Corp. of California
44 5 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10022
(212) 980-7600

1901 Avenue of the Stars
Century City, CA 90067
(310) 277-0600

44
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Sonnenblick-Goldman
Corp. of California
CONTINUING TO BE THE WEST COAST'S LEADER
IN MAJOR COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS

$165,000,000 $86,000,000 $86,250,000 $83,500,000
anti

$35,000,000
First Mortgage
am.I JV/Equity

AT&T
Gateway Tower
Seattle, Washington

Leasehold First and
Second Mortgage
Financing

Pier 39

San Francisco. California

anti

an(}

$10,000,000

$11,000,000

The Ritz-Carlton
Huntington Hotel

The Parkshore

First Mortgage
and JV/Equity

Development Cost
an<lj.V/Equity

Club

Chicago, Illinois

Pasadena, California

$85,000,000 $54,100,000 $33,000,000 $21,000,000
The J. W Marriott
Hotel

Sale of Leasehold
Interest

Leasehold First
Mortgage Financing

Leasehold First
Mortgage Financing

Entertainment
Center

The Hyatt Islandia
Hotel

Broadway Market

Crntury City. California

Century City, Californi:i

San Dkgo, California

Seattle, Washingwn

Sale of Leasehold
Interest

ABC

$36,200,000 $27,000,000 $20,000,000 $24,600,000
First Mortgage
Financing

First Mortgage
Financing

The Academy
No. Hollywood, California

First Mortgage
Financing

first Mortgage
Financing

Nornralk Square

Holiday InnUnion Square Hotel

Hall Properties

Norwalk. California

San Francisco, California

Hayward, California

- Sonnenblick-Goldman
- Corp. of California
190 I Avenue of the Stars
Century City, CA 90067
( 213) 277-0600

445 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10022
(212) 980-7600
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SONNENBLICK-GOLDMAN
COMPANY
CONTINUING TO BE THE WEST COAST'S LEADER
IN MAJOR COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS

$140,000,000

$55,000,000

$40,000,000

Leasehold
Construction Financing

Joint Venture Equity
and Construction
Financing

Leasehold
Permanent Financing

THE SAN DIEGO
HYATT REGENCY
HOTEL

111 CAPITOL MALL
OFFICE BUILDING

SEAPORT VILLAGE
SHOPPING CENTER

San Diego, CA

Sacramento, CA

San Diego, CA

$75,000,000

$18,300,000

$32,000,000

Permanent
First Mortgage
Financing

Participating
First Mortgage
Financing

Construction/

THE LOEWS SANTA
MONICA BEACH
HOTEL

FINANCIAL CENTER

TIIE WARNER

THE PALADION
SHOPPING MALL

Santa Monica, CA

Woodland Hills, CA

San Diego, CA

$20,500,000

$21,000,000

$18,500,000

Acquisition/Renovation
Mortgage Financing

First Mortgage

Financing

First Mortgage
Financing

THE SHERATON
NEWPORT BEACH
HOTEL

THE SCRIPPS
CORPORATE PLAZA

R STREET PLAZA
OFFICE BUILDING

Newport Beach, CA

San Diego, CA

Sacramento, CA

Mini-Perm Financing

111 SONNENBLICK-GOLDMAN
■■■COMPANY
1901 A venue or the Stars
Century City, California 90067
(213) 177-0600

445 Park A venue
New York, New York
(112) 980-7600

47
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Investor Presentation
October 2019
October 2019

1

Disclaimer
Presentation is subject to safe harbor laws

October 2019

•

Presentation includes forward looking statements about events
and financial results

•

Actual events or results may be materially different

•

Risks are described in the company’s filings with the SEC

•

Statements are made subject to “safe harbor” provisions of
Private Securities Reform Act of 1995

•

Full disclaimer and reconciliation of Non-GAAP financial
measures to GAAP measures are at the end of this presentation
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Overview of Six Flags
Global leader in an attractive industry
•
•

Ongoing Growth Opportunity

Exceptional brand & business
foundation

750

Substantial growth opportunities

594

o Base business
o North American expansion strategy
o International licensing

558
520 545
379

•

•

Excellent Growth and Yield stock
o ~8% Mod. EBITDA CAGR from YE
2018 through 2021
o >6% Dividend yield (>3x S&P 500)

477

323

Strong, recurring cash flow
o Industry-leading EBITDA and
EBITDA less CAPEX margins
o Efficient CAPEX

416

444

223

(1)(2)

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Adjusted EBITDA

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2021(3)

Modified EBITDA

$MM

$MM

(1)

Excludes SFKK as discontinued operation
Modified EBITDA calculation includes revenue from Six Flags Great Escape Lodge and Indoor Water Park so it is consistent with future periods
(3) Reflects late achievement of Project 750, an aspirational goal set by the company in October 2016 to achieve $750MM of Modified EBITDA expected by 2021
(2) 2009

October 2019
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Investment Thesis
Global leader in an attractive industry
• Attractive industry
o
o

Stable in a weak economy
High barriers to entry

• Exceptional brand and business foundation
o
o

Focused strategy
Expansive array of entertainment & services

• Substantial growth opportunities
o
o
o
o
o
o

Innovative products and programs
Membership / Season Pass penetration
Pricing and ticket yield management
In-park revenue initiatives
North American expansion strategy
International agreements

• Financial Excellence
o
o
o
o

Strong recurring revenue and cash flow
Industry-leading margin
Favorable capital allocation strategy
NOL carry forward

• Employees closely aligned with shareholders
October 2019
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Attractive Industry
Stable industry with high barriers to entry
• Stable in normal economy – resilient in a weak one
• Compelling value relative to other forms of entertainment
o Consumers focused on experiences
• High recurring revenue
• High barriers to entry
o $500-700MM investment; 3+ years development
o Key North American markets already served

October 2019
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Investment Thesis
Global leader in an attractive industry
• Attractive industry
o
o

Stable in a weak economy
High barriers to entry

• Exceptional brand and business foundation
o
o

Focused strategy
Expansive array of entertainment & services

• Substantial growth opportunities
o
o
o
o
o
o

Innovative products and programs
Membership / Season Pass penetration
Pricing and ticket yield management
In-park revenue initiatives
North American expansion strategy
International agreements

• Financial Excellence
o
o
o
o

Strong recurring revenue and cash flow
Industry-leading margin
Favorable capital allocation strategy
NOL carry forward

• Employees closely aligned with shareholders
October 2019
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A Focused Strategy
Delivering excellence in all we do

October 2019
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26 Strategically Located Parks
Prime locations; economic and weather diversity; limited direct competition
• $1.5 billion revenue
• 33 million guests
• 52,000 employees
o 2,400 full-time
• 925 rides / 145 coasters

*

October 2019
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Top Rated Rides
Home to many of the top coasters and rides

USA Today Best New Attraction

World’s tallest, fastest roller coaster
41 story drop at 91 miles per hour

Industry’s Best New Attraction 2015
Immersive interactive ride

World’s tallest and steepest
wooden coaster

World’s First 4D Free Fly Coaster
Flip head over heels

World’s Tallest Swing Carousel Ride
400 ft. aerial swing ride

October 2019
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Expansive Array of Entertainment
More than coasters… we provide thrills and entertainment for all ages
Waterparks

Games

Concerts & Shows

Family Coasters

Animals

Events

October 2019
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Investment Thesis
Global leader in an attractive industry
• Attractive industry
o
o

Stable in a weak economy
High barriers to entry

• Exceptional brand and business foundation
o
o

Focused strategy
Expansive array of entertainment & services

• Substantial growth opportunities
o
o
o
o
o
o

Innovative products and programs
Membership / Season Pass penetration
Pricing and ticket yield management
In-park revenue initiatives
North American expansion strategy
International agreements

• Financial Excellence
o
o
o
o

Strong recurring revenue and cash flow
Industry-leading margin
Favorable capital allocation strategy
NOL carry forward

• Employees closely aligned with shareholders
October 2019
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Substantial Growth Opportunities
Five strategic growth initiatives driven by industry-leading innovation
Total Revenue ($MM’s)

•

Membership / Season
Pass penetration

•

Pricing and ticket yield
management

•

In-park revenue
initiatives

•

1,496
1,464
1,359
1,319
1,264

976

1,176
1,110
1,070
1,013

913

North American
expansion strategy
(1)

•
(1) 2009

October 2019

International agreements

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
Q3
LTM

Revenue restated to include Six Flags Great Escape Lodge and Indoor Water Park, which was consolidated for reporting purposes beginning January 1, 2010

60

Innovation
Leading the industry in innovation
Recent Innovations
o First-of-Kind Rides
o All Season Dining
o News in Every Park, Every Year
o Virtual Reality Rides
Disciplined Capital Spending: 9% of Revenue
Asset
Maintenance
New rides and
attractions

25%
60%
In-Park

October 2019

15%

13

61

2020 Ride Innovation

October 2019
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Membership & Season Pass Penetration
Growing Active Base of members and season pass
holders – up 2% as of September 30, 2019
•

Generate more annual revenue and cash flow than
single day visitors

•

Build recurring revenue

•

Visit during off-peak periods

•

Provide weather hedge

•

Only about 40% of our unique visitors have a pass

October 2019
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Premium-tiered Membership Program
Grows contractual, recurring revenue stream

•

Offers up to 50 exclusive benefits

•

Creates Members, our most loyal and
profitable guests
– Higher retention rates
– 3-4x lifetime revenue of Season Pass
holder

•

Provides three revenue sources
– Higher annual prices w/auto-renewal
– Easy upgrades / add-ons
• Member Dining
• Member THE FLASH Pass

– Incremental in-park spending

October 2019
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Ticket Yield Management
Admissions Revenue ($MM)

A multi-year approach to
improve ticket yields
•

688

Increase ticket prices

•

Drive membership penetration

•

Execute dynamic pricing

•

Continue to raise guests’
value-for-the-money ratings

•

810 824

Close / surpass pricing gap vs.
others

483

2009

511

542

577 602

715

741

642

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
Q3
LTM

Admissions Per Cap – vs. Others*
$35.16

$28.57
$24.95

o SIX parks serve top 10 US
markets
SIX

FUN

SEAS

*SIX LTM 9/30/19; FUN and SEAS LTM 6/30/19
October 2019
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In-Park Revenue Initiatives
In-Park Revenue ($MM)

Highly profitable businesses
within the business
•
•

575
554
525

More than 2,500 locations

500
437

New products and programs
401

o All Season Dining Pass
o Broader offerings
o Enhanced venues

449

460

414

375

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2017 2018 2019
Q3
LTM

October 2019
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North American Expansion Strategy
Seeking to own or operate parks in markets adjacent to our theme parks
•

Largest waterpark operator in North
America

•

Added 8 parks in two years

•

Dozens of potential targets

•

Strategy will:
o Expand active pass reach to
adjacent markets
o Create demand for membership and
season passes by providing
additional value
o Leverage significant active pass
base to sell combo upgrades

October 2019
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International Agreements

Saudi Theme
Park

Nanjing
Theme Park,
Waterpark, Kids
World &
Adventure Park
Chongqing
Theme Park,
Waterpark, Kids
World &
Adventure Park

Zhejiang
Theme Park,
Waterpark &
Kids World

Long-term strategy to license brand outside North America
•
•
•
•

Twelve parks signed in China and Saudi Arabia
Strong global brand recognition – seeking additional partners
Growing middle class, disposable income, and demand for entertainment
Zero capital investment

•

Fees related to design & development, licensing, and management services
o $5-10MM EBITDA per park per year pre-opening
o $10-20MM EBITDA per park per year post-opening
o Small parks earn $2-4MM pre-opening and $4-6MM post-opening

October 2019
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Investment Thesis
Global leader in an attractive industry
• Attractive industry
o
o

Stable in a weak economy
High barriers to entry

• Exceptional brand and business foundation
o
o

Focused strategy
Expansive array of entertainment & services

• Substantial growth opportunities
o
o
o
o
o
o

Innovative products and programs
Membership / Season Pass penetration
Pricing and ticket yield management
In-park revenue initiatives
North American expansion strategy
International agreements

• Financial Excellence
o
o
o
o

Strong recurring revenue and cash flow
Industry-leading margin
Favorable capital allocation strategy
NOL carry forward

• Employees closely aligned with shareholders
October 2019
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Strong Recurring Revenue
Higher ticket pricing and strong attendance fuel revenue
Attendance / Guest Spending Per Capita

42.97
39.33 39.41

40.18

36.84 37.55

Revenue ($MM)
1,496
1,464

42.58 42.36
41.60
41.07 41.61
33.0
32.0

1,359
1,319
1,264

30.1 30.4
28.6

1,176
1,110

25.7 26.1 25.6

1,070
1,013

24.3 24.3

976

23.3

913

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
Q3
LTM
Attendance (MM)

(1)2009

Guest Spending Per Cap ($)

(1)

2009 (1)
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
Q3
LTM

Revenue restated to include Six Flags Great Escape Lodge and Indoor Water Park, which was consolidated for reporting purposes beginning January 1, 2010

October 2019
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Cost Discipline
Continued focus on costs and effective management of capital investment
Cash Operating Costs(1) as a % of Revenue

Cash Capex as a % of Revenue
11%

75.6%

10%
9%
67.4%

9%

9%

9%

9%

9%

8%
62.8%
61.2%
60.0%

59.4% 58.9%
58.7% 58.9%

129

59.5%

98
79

(2)

2009

2010

10% 9%

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

91

98

102 108

135

133

114

(2)

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Capital Spend
% of Revenue
% excludes investment in Mexico waterpark
(1)
(2)

Includes Cash Operating Expenses, SG&A and Cost of Goods Sold
2009 adjusted to include Six Flags Great Escape Lodge and Indoor Water Park, which was consolidated for reporting purposes beginning January 1, 2010

October 2019
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Strong EBITDA
Growing earnings with industry-leading margin
Adjusted EBITDA ($MM’s)(1) and Modified EBITDA Margin(1)(2)

37%
33%

41%

41%

41%

41%

41%

439

481

507

519

554

31%

31%

32%

32%

31%

31%

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

39%

40%

383

404

30%

2012

350

295
24%

28%
25%

197
14%
2009

2010

2011

Adjusted EBITDA
(1)

Modified EBITDA Margin

Modified EBITDA less CAPEX Margin

Excludes SFKK as discontinued operation
Modified EBITDA Margin calculation includes revenue from Six Flags Great Escape Lodge and Indoor Water Park so it is consistent with future periods

(2) 2009

October 2019
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Strong Cash Flow
Industry-high Modified EBITDA less CAPEX margin

28%

30%

31%

31%

32%

32%

31%

31%

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

25%

14%

2009

2010

2011

Six Flags

Other theme park operators

October 2019
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Capital Allocation
Eight consecutive years of dividend increases; excellent dividend yield >6%
Quarterly Dividend

Cumulative Distributions ($ Millions)

$3.28 annualized dividend
Yield >3X S&P 500

>$3.7 Billion excess cash returned
to shareholders

$3,723
$3,514

$3,136

$0.82
$0.70
$0.64
$0.58
$0.45 $0.47

$0.52

+17%

+9%

1,256
1,011

$452

SIX
S&P500

0.4%
1.8%

(1) Dividend

$0.03
+100%

2011
0.6%
2.1%

2012
5.9%
2.2%

1,468

$1,531

+1400%

2010

1,967

$1,977

+11%

$1,151

2009

2,078

+10%

+12%

+4%

$0.015

2,078

$2,409

2013

2014

Dividend Yield
5.1% 4.8%
1.9% 1.9%

2015
4.8%
2.1%

2016
4.2%
2.0%

2017
4.2%
2.0%

2018
5.9% (1)
1.9%

816

1,169

1,436

1,644

941
721
292
$71
520
336
160
60
2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Dividends

Share Repurchases

yield as of December 31, 2018

October 2019
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Investment Thesis
Global leader in an attractive industry
• Attractive industry
o
o

Stable in a weak economy
High barriers to entry

• Exceptional brand and business foundation
o
o

Focused strategy
Expansive array of entertainment & services

• Substantial growth opportunities
o
o
o
o
o
o

Innovative products and programs
Membership / Season Pass penetration
Pricing and ticket yield management
In-park revenue initiatives
North American expansion strategy
International agreements

• Financial Excellence
o
o
o
o

Strong recurring revenue and cash flow
Industry-leading margin
Favorable capital allocation strategy
NOL carry forward

• Employees closely aligned with shareholders
October 2019
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Project 750
Aspirational goal to deliver $750MM of Modified EBITDA by 2021
Ongoing Growth Opportunity

•

•

Will create significant
shareholder value

750

Represents ~8% Adjusted
EBITDA CAGR from YE 2018

379

416

444

477

558
520 545

594

323
223

•

Closely aligns employees with
shareholders
(1)(2)

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Adjusted EBITDA
$MM

2021
Project 750(3)

Modified EBITDA
$MM

(1)

Excludes SFKK as discontinued operation
Modified EBITDA calculation includes revenue from Six Flags Great Escape Lodge and Indoor Water Park so it is consistent with future periods
(3) Reflects late achievement of Project 750, an aspirational goal set by the company in October 2016 to achieve $750MM of Modified EBITDA expected by 2021
(2) 2009

October 2019
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Project 750 Cash Flow
Sufficient cash flow to maintain and grow dividend annually;
Tax reform added $40-50MM to the bottom line

Modified EBITDA
Minority Interest
Adjusted EBITDA
CAPEX
Cash Interest
Cash Taxes
Adjusted Free Cash Flow

•
•
(1)Reflects

2018
594
(40)
554
(133)
(98)
(30)
293

Project 750(1)
750
(40-45)
705 – 710
(135 – 150)
(100 – 110)
(60 - 80)
365 - 415

Minimal federal cash taxes at least through 2020
Ongoing assessment of tax planning strategies

late achievement of Project 750, an aspirational goal set by the company in October 2016 to achieve $750MM of Modified EBITDA expected by 2021

October 2019
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Summary
Delivering shareholder value
+ Delighting our guests
+ Building brand equity
+ Leveraging brand outside of North America
+ Maximizing revenue and cash flow
+ Generating strong returns for our shareholders

October 2019
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Reconciliation of
Non-GAAP Measures

47
3
65
8
18
151
54
2
379
(28)
350

2012
403
(7)
(184)
2
‐
1
1
(65)
47
8
16
132
63
1
416
(34)
383

2013
157
(1)
48
‐
‐
1
1
‐
74
9
14
114
27
1
444
(40)
404

2014
114
(1)
47
‐
‐
‐
‐
(10)
73
6
3
105
140
‐
477
(38)
439

2015
193
‐
70
‐
‐
‐
7
‐
76
10
3
105
56
‐
520
(38)
481

2016
157
‐
77
‐
‐
2
3
‐
82
2
3
104
116
‐
545
(38)
507

2017
313
‐
16
‐
‐
‐
37
‐
99
4
2
109
(23)
‐
558
(39)
519

2018
316
‐
96
‐
‐
4
‐
‐
107
2
2
113
(47)
‐
594
(40)
554

2019
Q3 LTM
310
‐
107
‐
‐
1
6
(1)
113
2
2
116
(66)
‐
592
(41)
551

350
(91)
(58)
(8)
193
110,150

383
(98)
(42)
(9)
233
107,684

404
(102)
(51)
(14)
237
96,940

439
(108)
(67)
(17)
248
94,477

481
(114)
(71)
(15)
282
93,580

507
(129)
(69)
(17)
292
92,349

519
(135)
(95)
(14)
275
86,802

554
(133)
(98)
(30)
293
84,100

551
(143)
(109)
(30)
269
84,242

($MM; Share amounts in 000's)
Net (Loss) Income
Loss (Income) from Discontinued Operations
Income Tax Expense (Benefit)
Reorganization Items, Net
Restructure Costs
Other Expense, Net
Loss on Debt Extinguishment
Equity in (Income) Loss or (Gain) on Sale of Investee
Interest Expense, Net
Loss on Disposal of Assets
Amortization
Depreciation
Stock‐based Compensation
Impact of Fesh Start Valuaion Adjustments
Modified EBITDA
Third Part Interest in EBITDA of Certain Operations
Adjusted EBITDA

2009
(196)
34
3
102
‐
17
‐
(4)
109
11
1
143
3
‐
223
(26)
197

2010
634
(9)
124
(812)
37
‐
18
1
128
14
12
152
19
5
323
(28)
295

2011

Adjusted EBITDA
Capital Expenditures (net of insurance proceeds)
Cash Interest
Cash Taxes
Adjusted Free Cash Flow
Shares Outstanding (weighted average, basic)

197
(98)
(86)
(5)
8
109,556

295
(79)
(79)
(8)
128
110,600

13
(1)
(8)
2
25
‐

79
(1)

2009 includes the results of Six Flags Great Escape Lodge and Indoor Water Park so it is consistent with future periods
(2) Reflects June 2011 and June 2013 stock splits
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Disclaimer
Note About Forward-Looking Information
• The information contained in this presentation, other than purely historical information, contains "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act and Section 21E of the Exchange Act.
These statements may involve risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those described in such statements.
• We caution you that you should not rely on any of these forward-looking statements as statements of historical fact or as guarantees or assurances of future performance. These risks and uncertainties include, but are not
limited to, statements we make regarding: (i) the adequacy of cash flows from operations, available cash and available amounts under our credit facilities to meet our future liquidity needs, (ii) our ability to roll out our capital
enhancements and planned initiatives in a timely and cost effective manner, (iii) our ability to improve operating results by implementing strategic cost reductions, and organizational and personnel changes without
adversely affecting our business, (iv) our dividend policy and ability to pay dividends on our common stock, (v) the effect of and cost and timing of compliance with newly enacted laws, regulations and accounting policies,
(vi) our ability to realize future growth and execute and deliver on our strategic initiatives, (vii) our expectations regarding uncertain tax positions, (viii) our expectations regarding our deferred revenue growth, (ix) our
operations and results of operations, and (x) the risk factors or uncertainties listed from time to time in the company’s filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"). Additional important factors that could
cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements include regional, national or global political, economic, business, competitive, market and regulatory conditions and include, but not
limited to, the following: (i) factors impacting attendance, such as local conditions, natural disasters, contagious diseases, events, disturbances and terrorist activities; (ii) accidents occurring at our parks or other parks in
the industry and adverse publicity related thereto; (iii) adverse weather conditions; (iv) general financial and credit market conditions; (v) economic conditions; (vi) competition with other theme parks and other
entertainment alternatives; and (vii) pending, threatened or future legal proceedings and the significant expenses associated with litigation.
• Reference is made to a more complete discussion of forward-looking statements and applicable risks contained under the caption “Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements” and “Risk Factors” in our
Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2017 that is available on our website at www.investors.sixflags.com.
• Any forward-looking statement made by us in this presentation, or on our behalf by our directors, officers or employees related to the information contained herein, speaks only as of the date of this presentation. Factors or
events that could cause our actual results to differ may emerge from time to time, and it is not possible for us to predict all of them. We do not intend to update any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new
information, future developments or otherwise.
Non-GAAP Financial Measures
• The non-GAAP financial measures defined herein are used throughout this presentation and a reconciliation to GAAP has been included in the appendix of this presentation. We believe that these non-GAAP financial
measures provide important and useful information for investors to facilitate a comparison of our operating performance on a consistent basis from period to period and make it easier to compare our results with those of
other companies in our industry. We use these measures for internal planning and forecasting purposes, to evaluate ongoing operations and our performance generally, and in our annual and long-term incentive plans. By
providing these measures, we provide our investors with the ability to review our performance in the same manner as our management.
• However, because these non-GAAP financial measures are not determined in accordance with GAAP, they are susceptible to varying calculations, and not all companies calculate these measures in the same manner. As
a result, these non-GAAP financial measures as presented may not be directly comparable to a similarly titled non-GAAP financial measure presented by another company. These non-GAAP financial measures are
presented as supplemental information and not as alternatives to any GAAP financial measures. When reviewing a non-GAAP financial measure, we encourage our investors to fully review and consider the related
reconciliation as detailed below.
• Modified EBITDA, a non-GAAP measure, is defined as our consolidated income (loss) from continuing operations: excluding the cumulative effect of changes in accounting principles, discontinued operations gains or
losses, income tax expense or benefit, restructure costs or recoveries, reorganization items (net), other income or expense, gain or loss on early extinguishment of debt, equity in income or loss of investees, interest
expense (net), gain or loss on disposal of assets, gain or loss on the sale of investees, amortization, depreciation, stock-based compensation, and fresh start accounting valuation adjustments. Modified EBITDA as defined
herein may differ from similarly titled measures presented by other companies. Management uses non-GAAP measures for budgeting purposes, measuring actual results, allocating resources and in determining employee
incentive compensation. We believe that Modified EBITDA provides relevant and useful information for investors because it assists in comparing our operating performance on a consistent basis, makes it easier to
compare our results with those of other companies in our industry as it most closely ties our performance to that of our competitors from a park level perspective and allows investors to review performance in the same
manner as our management.
• Adjusted EBITDA, a non-GAAP measure, is defined as Modified EBITDA minus the interests of third parties in the Adjusted EBITDA of properties that are less than wholly owned (consisting of Six Flags Over Georgia, Six
Flags White Water Atlanta and Six Flags Over Texas). Adjusted EBITDA is approximately equal to “Parent Consolidated Adjusted EBITDA” as defined in our secured credit agreement, except that Parent Consolidated
Adjusted EBITDA excludes Adjusted EBITDA from equity investees that is not distributed to us in cash on a net basis and has limitations on the amounts of certain expenses that are excluded from the calculation. Adjusted
EBITDA as defined herein may differ from similarly titled measures presented by other companies. Our board of directors and management use Adjusted EBITDA to measure our performance and our current management
incentive compensation plans are based largely on Adjusted EBITDA. We believe that Adjusted EBITDA is frequently used by all our sell-side analysts and most investors as their primary measure of our performance in the
evaluation of companies in our industry. In addition, the instruments governing our indebtedness use Adjusted EBITDA to measure our compliance with certain covenants and, in certain circumstances, our ability to make
certain borrowings. Adjusted EBITDA, as computed by us, may not be comparable to similar metrics used by other companies in our industry.
• Management uses Adjusted Free Cash Flow, a non-GAAP measure, in its financial and operational decision making processes, for internal reporting, and as part of its forecasting and budgeting processes as it provides
additional transparency of our operations. Management believes that Adjusted Free Cash Flow is useful information to investors regarding the amount of cash that we estimate that we will generate from operations over a
certain period. Management believes the presentation of this measure will enhance the investors' ability to analyze trends in the business and evaluate the Company's underlying performance relative to other companies in
the industry. A reconciliation from net cash provided by operating activities to Adjusted Free Cash Flow is presented in the table above. Adjusted Free Cash Flow as presented herein may differ from similarly titled
measures presented by other companies.
• Cash taxes represents statutory taxes paid, primarily driven by Mexico and state level obligations. Based on our current federal net operating loss carryforwards, we believe we will continue to pay minimal federal cash
taxes for the next two years.
• Cash Operating Expenses include cost of goods sold, SG&A and operating expenses excluding, depreciation, amortization, stock-based compensation, and gain/loss on disposal of assets.
Market and Industry Data
• This presentation includes market, industry and competitor data, forecasts and valuations that have been obtained from independent consultant reports, publicly available information, various industry publications and other
published industry sources. Although we believe these sources are reliable, we have not independently verified the information and cannot make any representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such information.
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iii.

AquaticDevelopment Group - ADG

Parc Alpharetta, Atlanta, GA
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

13

Ken Ellis Experience
CEO, Aquatic Development Group

Ken Ellis
Aquatic Development Group, CEO
Camelback resort, Co-Owner

In addition to CEO of Aquatic Development Group, I have had the fortunate opportunity to
expand my role and, for 15 years, act as the co-owner and operator of Camelback Resort (PA).
Through the partnership of my two organizations, I oversaw the design, development and
operations of the $163 million Camelback Lodge & Aquatopia Indoor Waterpark that opened in
the spring of 2015, as well as multiple renovations and expansions of the outdoor water and
adventure parks.
During my tenure with Camelback we also developed additional properties. Once again in
conjunction with ADG, we developed, designed and built H2OBX Waterpark in the Outer Banks
region of NC, as well as The Kartrite Resort & Indoor Waterpark located in Upstate NY.
Together, these three properties represent some of the most ground-breaking, world class
amenities and attractions found anywhere in the resort waterpark industry and I am extremely
proud to be able to associate my name and ADG with their creation. Currently, I co-own and
operate H2OBX Waterpark, having recently divested my interest in both Camelback and The
Kartrite.
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AQUATOPIA
INDOOR WATERPARK
TANNERSVILLE, PA

• 125,000 square foot indoor waterpark
• 4,500 feet of slides
• Seven multi-level pools
• 55,000 square feet of Texlon® transparent roofing
• 450+ room hotel developed by ADG
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PAGE 11

AQUATOPIA
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AQUATOPIA
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WAVE POOL

88

FLOWRIDER

89

ACTION RIVER

90

MULTI-LEVEL PLAY STRUCTURE

91

ACTIVE PLAY AREA

92

ADULT POOL

93

WATER SLIDES

94

TEXLON ROOFING

95

KID’S AREA

96

LOUNGE & RETAIL

97

HOTEL DESIGN
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HOTEL DESIGN
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KARTRITE RESORT &
INDOOR WATERPARK
MONTICELLO, NY

• 324 room hotel
• 2 acre indoor waterpark
• 60,000 sqft Texlon® barrel shaped roof
• Action river, kid’s activity pool with basketball
• Multi-level play structure
• Indoor/Outdoor pool
• Mezannine with bar & grill
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KARTRITE INDOOR WATERPARK
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KARTRITE INDOOR WATERPARK

102

FLOWRIDER®

103

ACTION RIVER

104

RIVER ROCK WORK

105

RIVER FEATURES
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AQUATIC DEVELOPMENT GROUP

MULTI-LEVEL PLAY STRUCTURE

107

APA POOL

108

AQUATIC DEVELOPMENT GROUP

POOL BASKETBALL

109

CROSSING

110

AQUATIC DEVELOPMENT GROUP

KID’S AREA

111

IN/OUT POOL

112

AQUATIC DEVELOPMENT GROUP

WATER SLIDES

113

MEZANNINE
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AQUATIC DEVELOPMENT GROUP

HOTEL DESIGN - FLOOR PLAN
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HOTEL DESIGN
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AQUATIC DEVELOPMENT GROUP

OUTDOOR

117

OUTDOOR
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AQUATIC DEVELOPMENT GROUP

LOBBY & UPSTAIRS DINING
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LOBBY & UPSTAIRS DINING

120

AQUATIC DEVELOPMENT GROUP

FEC

121

DOWNSTAIRS ACTIVITIES
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AQUATIC DEVELOPMENT GROUP

ROOMS
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ROOMS
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AQUATIC DEVELOPMENT GROUP

PO BOX 648
13 Green Mountain Drive
Cohoes, NY 12047
518.783.0038
sales@aquaticgroup.com
aquaticgroup.com
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ADG
QUALIFICATIONS PACKAGE
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QUALIFICATIONS PACKAGE

OVER 100 WATERPARK PROJECTS INCLUDING

PROGRAM ADVISOR ON 7 INDOOR WTRPRKS

– 19 design/build indoor waterparks

focus on adjacent to spaces (lobby, F&B, FEC, Rooms)

– 15 full-scope design/build outdoor waterparks

– Aquatopia Indoor Waterpark, Camelback Resort (PA)

– 28 major waterpark expansions

– Kartrite Resort (NY)

– 9 major waterpark renovations

– Kalahari Indoor Waterpark (OH)

– 10 international waterparks

– Red Jacket Resort & Indoor Waterpark (NH)
– Massanutten Resort (VA)

450+

WAVETEK®

WAVE SYSTEMS

– Silver Mountain Resort (ID)

(IN OVER 90% OF U.S. WATERPARKS)

– Six Flags Great Escape Indoor Waterpark (NY)

100+ FLOWRIDER’S® INSTALLED IN NORTH

DISTINCTIVE ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN

AMERICA

– SoundWaves at The Gaylord Opryland
– Kartrite Resort & Indoor Waterpark

LARGEST OUTDOOR DESIGN/BUILD WTRPK
– Six Flags Great Adventure at 25+ acres (single phase)

10 PROJECTS USING ETFE® TRANSPARENT
ROOFING SYSTEM

LARGEST INDOOR DESIGN/BUILD WTRPK
– Single Phased: Aquatopia at 126,000 sf

OVER 75% REPEAT CLIENT PROJECTS

– Dual Phased: Kalahari Ohio at 160,000 sf

– Year-over-year contracted work, both indoor & outdoor

AQUATIC DEVELOPMENT GROUP
aquaticgroup.com | 518.783.0038
127

The ADG Way
ADG is driven by great projects and even better relationships. The reason that
our company has cultivated an 75% repeat client base is due to our our
ability to look at a project from a ‘bigger-picture’ perspective - not just selling a
product or service, but tailoring the project to
your specific goals, needs, budget and time-line.
Our experience in the industry has given us the ability to manage every project
from concept to completion, delivering real solutions for real success.
Simply put - we deliver projects that work.
Jim Dunn, President
Aquatic Development Group
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AQUATIC DEVELOPMENT GROUP (ADG)
is one of the world’s most respected water park and recreational design,
construction and manufacturing firms. With a comprehensive range of services all
under one roof, and products that set the industry standard for innovation and
creativity, we offer our clients a complete package when it comes to designing,
engineering and building their projects.

Our cient list is long and our experience is broad.
Our products and projects can be seen at these and
many other great properties across the globe.

ADG is committed to providing smart solutions for
real success. Our InDepth™ approach to project
planning and development ensures that every step
of the process, from a complete water park design/
build to a single product install, is carried out in the
best interest of your business — designed to
maximize return, enhance guest experience, and
constructed in a time frame to meet your financial
goals and time constraints.
Making your vision a reality is what inspires the
dedicated team at ADG. Our products and services
have been utilized in over 4,000 facilities worldwide
spanning six continents. We have designed,
engineered and built more than 100 indoor and
outdoor water parks and resort waterfronts™, and
over 450 wave pools and rivers around the world.

OUTDOOR
WATERPARKS

HOTELS &
RESORTS

SEA WORLD

RIPLEY’S

DISNEY

RITZ CARLTON

SIX FLAGS

20TH CENTURY FOX

WET N’ WILD

KALAHARI

DOLLYWOOD

GREAT WOLF

MARRIOTT

WILDNERNESS

HYATT

MIRAMAX STUDIOS

GAYLORD

WESTIN

INDOOR
WATERPARKS

Aquatic Development Group

WAVE POOLS
& RIVERS
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SMART SOLUTIONS
for REAL SUCCESS
AN INDEPTH™ PROCESS
At ADG we understand that every project deserves a custom approach. All of our projects are developed with a
thorough understanding of the end-user experience and are designed to anticipate and satisfy the needs of your
guests.

It’s an in depth approach that consists of
a comprehensive analysis of all project
drivers - budget and timing parameters,
the desired guest experience, and revenue
generation goals - to ensure success.
This process serves as the foundation for
a true partnership that enables us to go
beyond the edge of the pool and evaluate
every project in the context of your business
as a whole, weighing design, function and
cost aspects to arrive at the optimal result,
not only for the experience of your guests,
but for your bottom line as well.

Aquatic Development Group
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ADG'S INDEPTHTM APPROACH
synergy

The true value of ADG as a Design Build partner lies in the synergy we foster with the owner,
GC, and architect. The real value here is the TIME SAVING BENEFIT we provide as our
team brings design sense, estimating, operational awareness, and specialty construction
services together under a single umbrella, providing the answers needed to keep the design
team productive.

optimization

We understand that capacity & overall perceived guest value are the prime drivers of design.
The individual components – water, rides, decking, food & beverage – must be well
designed and considered as a whole, in order to optimize capacity and project costs against
the guest’s overall perceived value.

up-front planning

Working with the design team during concept and schematic design, we react to and
participate in developing the concept with the knowledge that all decisions have
construction and cost implications.
The key benefit here is that construction
documents for the building and site can continue knowing that the water features meet
the budget allocation

up-front costing

Upon completion we provide a lump sum design-build proposal for the water features
and ride package. Structural and MEP designs are developed based on the real-world
project – No surprises!

Design-Build delivery for portions of a traditional project is not unique – especially where
specialized work is needed. Your water play features, and the areas around them, are special
and therefore need more consideration that that of traditional flat-water pools.

Aquatic Development Group
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THE ADG WAY
TRADITIONAL
APPROACH

THE ADG
APPROACH

CONCEPT

Architect or landscape architect develops a
concept that is driven by aesthetics without the
benefit of a thorough understanding of how
guests, of varying ages and sizes, use water
amenities and rides.

ADG has specialized in creative water design
since 1983. Our team either prepares the
concept or works alongside the lead designer to
en-sure that all the waterplay, leisure and
on-deck needs meet overall project
demands.

SCHEMATIC
DESIGN

Design decisions are advanced by the team
without having a true picture of the costs and
program needs of the various elements. An
‘aquatic engineer’ will be included on the team.

ADG provides the necessary coordination of information to the team to allow for informed
advancement of the design – support space
needs, mechanical room sizes, and allimportant deck and water shapes to maximize
guest capacity.

The team’s aquatic engineer will provide engineering data and begin to refine pool shells.
There will be a reliance on information provided from ride vendors to further develop the
design. Aquatic engineer’s function in a similar
fashion as electrical or mechanical consultants
– they follow design decisions from the architect
or landscape architect. While the design may
look good the team is not balanced.

ADG’s experience with all facets of water design
allows for a more complete refinement of
the overall design. Our years of experience
allow us to comment on operational needs,
safety,
furniture
arrangements,
accurate
construction costs and answers to questions
that the team may have. We are a specialist
that provides insight beyond just engineering.

In the traditional approach the team will fully
complete the entire design before knowing what
the project will cost. If the area is overbudget
redesign affects all design team members.

ADG’s approach brings design-led decisions
and costing to specialty work that architects,
landscape architects and cost consultants don’t
have the background to provide. We save the
project time and costly re-design, enabling
the designers to focus on innovative ideas
and brand aesthetics.

Traditional team members do not have in-depth
experience with this type of construction.

ADG specializes in this type of construction. Our
project managers will provide needed
sequencing, scheduling and methods that will
assist in a more integrated workflow for the
entire project.

DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT

CONSTRUCTION
DOCUMENTS

CONSTRUCTION

Aquatic Development Group
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A FULLY INTEGRATED
APPROACH
INNOVATIVE. EXPERIENCED. SMART. FLEXIBLE.
COMMITTED.
With our InDepth™ approach, vertical integration and inhouse manufacturing resources, we can complete projects
in a time frame that no other company in the industry can
match.

PLANNING

We are a fully integrated firm that manufacturers its own
equipment and develops its own technologies, taking
special pride in developing unique solutions when existing
products do not meet project needs.
No other company in the industry offers greater flexibility
with project planning and follow-through, from concept to
completion, than ADG.

DESIGN

ENGINEERING

ADG Projects & Services
•

Design/Build Indoor & Outdoor
Waterparks

•

Resort Waterfronts

•

Project Planning & Engineering

•

Water Rides & Attractions

•

WaveTek Wave Generation Systems

•

FlowRider Surf Attractions

•

Mountain Coasters & Slides

•

Transparent Roofing for Indoor Waterparks

•

Commercial Pool & Filtration Equipment

MANUFACTURING

Aquatic Development Group

CONSTRUCTION
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KEY PERSONNEL
CREATING SMART SOLUTIONS FOR REAL SUCCESS
ADG’s leadership team comprises some of the most experienced and innovative experts in the industry. Forming the
cornerstone of what we do and who we are, they have pioneered our InDepth™ philosophy which governs our commitment to
consistently deliver the highest quality products, exemplary service, and expert design and management to our clients.

KEN ELLIS
CEO
Leading ADG for the last two decades, Ken has taken the lead in driving industry standards for
mountain, waterpark and aquatic design solutions. His vision and expertise has contributed to
the success of some of the most highly attended indoor and outdoor attractions in the U.S. Ken
has been integral in bringing to market game-changing advances in wave generation, including
the introduction of the FlowRider® surf simulator, and in servicing the ski mountain industry when
ADG became the sole U.S. manufacturer of mountain coasters and slides.
Ken has sat on the board of the World Waterpark Association and is also a co-owner of H2OBX
waterpark in NC.

JIM DUNN
President
Jim is an industry-leading designer and builder. His passion for creating innovative products
and design solutions that build business has resulted in ADG’s InDepth™ process. A registered
architect with over 30 years’ experience specializing in aquatics, Jim has received numerous
awards including an Aquatics International’s Dream Designs award, WWA Executive Award,
and multiple WWA Leading Edge and IAAPA Brass Ring awards on his projects.
Jim has been named to Aquatics International’s “Power 25,“ a prestigious roster of industry
influencers working to establish a standard Model Aquatic Health Code (CMAHC).

BRUCE QUAY
COO
For over 30 years, Bruce has been leading and growing businesses in the manufacturing,
distribution, and commercial services sectors, working with such companies as GE and Cookson
Group PLC. As CEO of Cookson Plastic Molding, Bruce transformed the Recreational Products
Division into North America’s premier swimming pool products manufacturer via innovative
customer support programs, new product development and globalization.
Bruce was previously EVP of ADG in the early 2000’s leading the company’s manufacturing
division, helping spur growth within the organization and industry as a whole, including the
introduction of FlowRider® to the North American market.

Aquatic Development Group
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September 15, 2017
Dear Sir or Madam,
I am pleased to offer my recommendation on behalf of Aquatic Development Group.
My partnership with ADG has spanned over the last twenty years, from my role as Chairman and CEO of
Six Flags to my current position as Owner and President of Premier Parks, LLC. l continue to turn lo
ADG for any new water park developments or expansion project needs, knowing that I can count on them
to provide designs, concepts, and construction services that work not only for our guests but for our
bottom line as well.
ADG's concepts take an in deptb approach that go beyond any other company in the industry, taking into
consideration not only the aquatic attractions and all that goes into building and operating them, but they
look at the amount of landscaping and parking we will need, guest flow and access to amenities and F&B,
plus signage, theming, staffing needs and more. In sum, they produce a comprehensive plan that delivers
on every level and allows us to get a complete picture of what is truly involved in developing a project.
ADG has always been, and continues to be. committed to offering us the right solutions to ensure we are
successful not just in providing the utmost in guest experiences, but in our operational functionality a
well.
Sincerely,

��
Owner & President

Premier Parks, LLC
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Brett Krafft

Hotel Manager

September 14, 2017

Jim Dunn
Executive Vice President
Aquatic Development Group
13 Green Mountain Drive
Cohoes, NY 12047
Dear Jim,
The partnership between your team and ours, from day one, has been a pleasure. From the onset, you
provided us with a creative concept that fit into our overall scope and touched on all bases, from finding
creative ways to tie in the theming and architecture of the hotel, to incorporating a blend of attractions
that achieved our goal of appealing to both our transient and business guests alike.
The interaction and collaborative nature in which you worked with our development team, architect,
and landscape architect was seamless, and better as a result of the information and expertise you
brought to the table in terms of developing resort and recreation water settings that work in the real
world.
We continue to receive rave reviews from our guests and as a result, have seen a positive effect on our
business. I look forward to working with your team once again as we look to expanding JadeWaters and
continue to grow our resort business as a result.

Sincerely,

Brett Krafft
Hotel Manager

HILTON ANATOLE
2201 N Stemmons Freeway | Dallas, TX 75207 | USA
T: +1 214 761 7270 | F: +1 214 761 7535 | E: brett.krafft@hilton.com
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RYMAN HOSPITALITY PROPERTIES, INC,
A RE"L ESTATE INVESTMENT TRUST

September 14, 2017

To Whom It May Concern,
It is my pleasure to recommend ADG as a resort designer for all your recreational aquatic needs.
Having worked with them on both the original development and expansion phases of multiple
Gaylord Properties, I am confident in saying that both their process, and final product, are of the
highest level.
From the initial concepts on both our indoor and outdoor settings, they carefully evaluated every
aspect of the project from the ground up, taking into consideration not just the water features
and attractions, but the underlying construction issues and operational functionality of the resort
as well. From the placement of every lounge chair around our pools, to landscaping needs,
theming, and color pallets, ADG provided a comprehensive plan that accounted for every aspect
of our guest experience.
ADG is truly a unique company to work with in that they fill in all the holes that individual
architects and landscape designers don't see. Working collaboratively with our development
teams, ADG made the process more streamlined and efficient as they were able to address any
potential design concerns before any actual work commenced. We feel confident in knowing
that ADG leaves no stone unturned when it comes to the details of designing and building a
successfu I resort waterfront setting.
Sincerely,

Vice President, Design & Construction
Ryman Hospitality Properties

Ryman Hospitality Properties, Corporate Design & Construction,
One Gaylord Drive, Nashville, TN 37214
Telephone 615-316-6849
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CLIENT APPRECIATION
“ADG is truly a unique company to work with in that they fill in all the holes that individual
architects and landscape designers don’t see. Working collaboratively with our development
teams, ADG made the process more streamlined and efficient as they were able to address any
potential design concerns before any actual work commenced. We feel confident in knowing
that ADG leaves no stone unturned when it comes to the details of designing and building a
successful resort waterfront setting.”

RYMAN HOSPITALITY PROPERTIES, INC.
James Chamblin, VP of Design & Construction

“ADG’s vision of seeing beyond the debris at the original Wild Water Kingdom
and comprehending the potential of the park was truly an asset. We’ve seen the exceptional
work ADG has done, time and time again, making it an easy choice for us to pick a
designer, builder and construction manager for our projects.”

WET ‘N’ WILD, TORONTO
Hue Eichelberger, COO, Premier Parks

“ADG’s concepts take an in depth approach that go beyond any other company in the industry,
taking into consideration not only the aquatic attractions and all that goes into building and
operating them, but they look at the amount of landscaping and parking we will need, guest
flow and access to amenities and F&B, plus signage, theming, staffing needs and more. In sum,
they produce a comprehensive plan that delivers on every level and allows us to get a complete
picture of what is truly involved in developing a project.”

PREMIER PARKS, LLC
Kieran Burke, Owner & President

"I wanted to take this opportunity to thank-you and your team for designing and building our
project in record time. I think what your team did here in 2018 was remarkable. Not only was it
completed in an amazing time frame, it looks outstanding. We are very proud of it, and I hope
your team is also. More importantly, our guests love it. The developed site helped us achieve the
busiest day in our eleven year history!"

ZOOMEBEZI BAY @ COLUMBUS ZOO, OH
John Gannon, SVP & General Manager
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ISLAND H2O LIVE!

Orlando, Florida

CHALLENGE

Island H20 Live!, was looking to design and build Central Florida’s newest waterpark, as a
way to give guests more to do at the brand new Margaritaville Resort. To differentiate from
the strong Orlando waterpark competition, Island H20 Live! utilized technological advances,
innovative attractions and affordable pricing to attract guests of all ages.

SOLUTION

Situated on 12 acres, Island H20 Live! is the focal point of the new Margaritaville Resort in
Orlando. Key highlights of the park include a 24,000 sqft dual-beach wave pool which is
powered by ADG’s Wavetek® wave generation system and features a marquee video screen;
a 1,300 ft lazy river with a 500 sqft apron beach entry; an activity pool with basketball and
a river crossing; an interactive multi-level play structure; and a shallow kids activity pool with
play features and nine water slides.
The waterpark also features an adults-only area with a 2,500 sqft formal pool, ample deck
space and lounge area situated next to the park’s “Tag Shack” bar and grill, making this
the perfect place for adult guests to grab a drink and “chill.” Island H20 Live! is also the first
park to feature interactive wearable technology designed to enhance the guest experience
through social interaction and the ability to personalize your stay at the park.

RESULT

Island H20 Live! opened for the 2019 season to great media coverage and guest reviews.
In addition to multitudes of exciting rides, copious amounts of landscaping & beach themed
elements put the finishing touches on this waterpark, ensuring an optimal guest experience
that stands out in the Orlando market.
“ADG incorporated an incredible variety of attractions into their design at Island
H2O Live! including water coasters, family raft rides, a wave pool, lazy river, kidfriendly experiences and more.”
-Island H2O Live! General Manager, Jim Kunau

Smart Solutions for Real Success.
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COLUMBUS ZOO

Powell, OH

CHALLENGE

In 2006, Columbus Zoo entered an agreement with Six Flags to purchase Wyandot Lake waterpark in Columbus, OH for $2 million. Shortly
after purchasing the property, the Zoo announced plans to invest $22 million to substantially re-develop and renovate the former Wyandot Lake
property in order to incorporate zoo theming throughout, update existing amenities and introduce state-of-the-art attractions.

SOLUTION

2008 Columbus Zoo chose ADG, to renovate, design and build a newly branded “Zoombezi
Bay” waterpark. Featuring $20 million worth of new attractions including: three new water
slide complexes, a new 544,000 gallon “Wild Tides” wave pool, and a 1.5 million gallon
action river called “Roaring Rapids”.
2011 After three successful seasons of operation at Zoombezi Bay, park operators decided to
expand the waterpark. ADG designed and built the new area to include two new slides, a 45’
uphill water coaster, and the first Boomerango Express half-pipe tube slide.
2014 Zoombezi Bay wanted to replace an old AquaPlay RainFortress that was carried over
from Wyandot waterpark with a $4.5 million “Baboon Lagoon“ children’s area. ADG designed
and built the expansion to feature nine children’s water slides, 90+ interactive water play
features, and a giant 1,000 gallon dumping bucket, earning “Best New Product in Themed
Exhibit Design” from IAAPA.
2018 Looking to further expand capacity with more place to relax, more slides and more
interactive play, Columbus Zoo called upon ADG for the fourth time to create “Otter Banks”
active play area. ADG designed Otter Banks around their Adventure Lagoon® water ride
which features a 2,500 sqft activity pool with basketball area, 3 waterfalls, in-water seating, a
1,800 sqft obstacle course and two 26’ drop slides.

RESULT
Zoombezi Bay, a 22.7 acre waterpark currently ranks as one of the Midwest’s most popular
water parks, attracting more than 400,000 visitors annually.

“We have been pleased to work with ADG when we have looked for ways
to expand our water park. We are very excited about the new Otter Banks
expansion to our park and are also proud of the other projects’ successes.”

-John Gannon, General Manager
Smart Solutions for Real Success.
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H2OBX WATERPARK

Powell’s Point, NC

CHALLENGE

Design and build a unique waterpark with a classic coastal theme and resort-style feel.
Include new innovative rides in a themed environment designed to create the optimal
waterpark experience for guests of all ages.

SOLUTION

Drawing on decades of experience ADG’s team designed H2OBX with exceptional attention
to detail and distinctive features that guests of every age and interests could enjoy in a
relaxing, resort-style setting. The many first-to-market attractions at H2OBX offer cuttingedge innovation and rider excitement for all ages.
Twin TidesTM Wave Pool delivers an ocean-simulated current, featuring dual beachfront
entrance points on opposite ends. Deep Six Adventure LagoonTM, a skill based attraction
by ADG, features climb, crawl and balance soft mat obstacles and swim zones. Additional
attractions include a FlowRider® , multiple slide complexes, a fusion waterslide with aqualucent lighting, river rides ,and Calico Jack’s Cove, an immersive, multi-level, pirate-themed,
play structure.

RESULT

Built by ADG in under 6 months, H2OBX debuted in June 2017, and has received rave
reviews for its innovative mix of resort-style layout and thrilling attractions. The park will be
open through Labor Day and is expecting to draw guests from all over the east coast.

“I’m extremely proud of the talented and diligent team at ADG and the work put
forth by so many others who have created such a unique waterpark. H2OBX is
incredibly innovative because we had the full force of the industry’s best people
behind it.”
-Ken Ellis, Co-Owner of H2OBX

Smart Solutions for Real Success.
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GAYLORD OPRYLAND

Nashville, TN

CHALLENGE

The Gaylord Opryland Resort was seeking to expand its offerings with the addition of an
upscale indoor-outdoor water experience tailored to their wide demographic of guests. To
bring this vision to life, Gaylord Opryland called upon ADG to design and build the featured
water attractions at their resort, marking the fifth time the Gaylord brand has partnered with
ADG.

SOLUTION

SoundWaves was designed as a four-acre, 3-level upscale indoor/outdoor water experience
with dedicated recreation zones for adults, young children and families. Year-round indoor
attractions feature 110,000 sqft of upscale water activities including a slide tower, Double
FlowRider®, a lazy river, and a fast action waveriver, plus an activity pool with rock climbing,
basketball, and obstacle course sections. Multiple restaurants, an exclusive adults-only
indoor pool, bar & lounge, and private cabana rentals on the mezzanine round out the
offerings.
The outdoor water experience, designed with spacious seating for 866 guests, creates a
relaxed feel the entire family can enjoy. Attraction highlights include a 315,000-gallon wave
pool with giant LED movie screen, a 45’ slide tower, and kids pool with multi-level play
structure. Multiple dining options, bars, lounging areas, an exclusive adults-only pool, and
private cabana rentals provide the high-end resort experience that is synonymous with the
Gaylord brand.

RESULT

The Soundwaves water experience at the Gaylord Opryland Resort marks a distinctive turn
in the design and build of upscale resort water areas. Soundwaves has been recognized by
publications, like Thrillist’s list of “The Coolest New Things Coming to America This Year,” as
well as made headlines for the opening of the outdoor portion in May 2019.

“SoundWaves is the fifth project we have worked on with ADG. They
are one of those partners we return to time and time again for our resort
projects because of their innovative products, high service levels and
unique approach to the design-build process.”
– James Chamblin, VP of Design and Construction for Ryman Hospitality
Properties

Smart Solutions for Real Success.
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KARTRITE INDOOR HOTEL & WATERPARK Monticello, NY
CHALLENGE

The Kartrite Resort & Indoor Waterpark was built as part of the $90 million Resorts World
Campus located in the midst of 1,600 acres of wilderness in the Catskill Mountains. This
brand-new luxury hotel experience includes a state-of-the-art four-season two-acre indoor
waterpark that is family-focused in its thrills and amenities. The accommodations include
324 exquisitely designed guest suites.

SOLUTION

ADG designed the Kartrite indoor waterpark with a unique upscale, tropical flare that is
reflected through an abundance of premium deck space and cabanas, capped off with
copious amount of lush landscaping underneath a state-of-the-art, barrel-shaped Texlon®
transparent roof that will ensure a balmy 80 degrees every day of the year, especially
appealing in the middle of those Upstate New York winters!
Highlights of the many water park attractions include a FlowRider®, lazy river, activity kid’s
pool & multi-level play structure, five waterslides from ProSlide, and a Mezzanine with
cabanas and a bar and grill.

RESULT

The Kartire Resort & Indoor Waterpark opened in the spring of 2019 to much acclaim. Since
its debut, the Kartrite has recieved high levels of reviews online and has had several nights
filled to occupancy, as well as numerous industry accolades.
“As you can see from this beautiful property, as well as with their portfolio of other
successful properties, we know we made the right choice in choosing ADG as our
partner. They are first class, best in the country and that’s the quality of a product
we were looking to deliver here at the Kartrite.”
– Greg Silver, President & CEO, EPR.R

Smart Solutions for Real Success.
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SIX FLAGS OVER GEORGIA

Atlanta, GA

CHALLENGE

Design and build the largest expansion in Six Flag Over Georgia’s 47-year history – on
budget and within a 6 month time frame, while incorporating revenue generating amenities,
enhancing the customer experience through park layout and design and provide one-of-akind thrill rides.

SOLUTION

An expansive Caribbean themed getaway, Six Flags Over Georgia’s newest Hurricane
Harbor is an enticing combination of thrill rides and relaxing family fun. A beach paradise
with lush surroundings, the park’s staple attraction, the impressive Calypso Bay, features a
38,000 sf custom pool outfitted with ADG’s exclusive Wave Generation system, delivering
4ft waves breaking in eight different patterns.
ADG incorporated the world’s first hybrid zero-gravity slide into the design, along with a
multi-slide complex and Paradise Island, an interactive water playground. Hundreds of
lounge chairs and luxury cabanas situated near beach-themed eateries and retail outlets
provide easily accessible sources of revenue generating activities for the park.

RESULT

ADG built the park on-time and on-budget despite a record-breaking cold and snowy
southeast winter. Since its’ opening in 2014, the water park has skyrocketed to fame as
one of the new “must-visit” attractions in the Southeast, featured on MSNBC, The Travel
Channel’s Xtreme Waterparks, and The Weather Channel.

“Our entirely new water park further supports our goal of delivering a worldclass destination for all ages. This multi-million dollar investment is a ‘must-do’
experience for anyone living in or visiting Metro Atlanta and our plan is to expand
Hurricane Harbor in the coming years…”
-Dale Kaetzel, Six Flags Over Georgia Park President
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KALAHARI RESORT

Sandusky, OH

CHALLENGE

Building on the wave of success of the Kalahari resort in the Wisconsin Dells, Kalahari
wanted to design and build a second indoor waterpark for its newest location in Sandusky,
OH. ADG was hired to utilize existing 80,000 sf footprint and incorporate spaces for revenue
generation through retail and F&B with a practical design plan for future expansion.

SOLUTION

ADG designed and built the original Kalahari waterpark to ensure not only a positive
customer experience but future expansion needs as well. Enhanced with African theming
woven throughout, a series of unique ride attractions were incorporated including the world’s
first indoor Double Flowrider® and the world’s only “Zip Coaster” indoor water ride.
Expanding on their original design, ADG began phase two with the f&B area, adding a
mezzanine with two waterslides to maximize volume and increase capacity. Other innovative
additions included ADG’s Texlon® Transparent Roofing System and a14,000sf indoor wave
pool with zero-depth beach entry and six foot waves. A second indoor double Flowrider®
was also added to meet growing demand. Exciting new slide complexes, swim-up bars and
cabana areas completed the updated resort.

RESULT

Over the years, Kalahari Resort has continued to add guest rooms, making it the largest
hotel in Ohio at 884 rooms. Featured nationally in publications like Business Week, USA
Today, NBC’s “The Today Show,” ABC’s “Good Morning America” and CNBC’s “Mike on
the Money,” Kalahari continues to garner press and enjoy the success as an in-demand
customer destination.
“It takes a tremendous amount of commitment, ingenuity and funding to create
an exciting waterpark and we believe consumers will continue to choose resorts
that make their getaway experience an exciting event.”
-Todd Nelson, President
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GAYLORD PALMS

Orlando, FL

CHALLENGE

Facing stiff competition in the Orlando area, the Gaylord Palms Hotel & Resort needed to
enhance their existing aquatic recreational amenities to provide a solid market differentiation
from other competing properties. In order to stand out from the competition, The Palms
needed a setting with multiple demographic appeal, all while increasing their ROI with F&B,
rentals and event opportunities.

SOLUTION

ADG’s design blends two distinct recreational areas, “Cypress Springs”, a kid-friendly
adventure water play, and “South Beach”, a more formal style resort pool setting for adults.
Separating the two areas is a centrally located outdoor bar and restaurant providing easy
access to F&B with service to cabanas and guest chairs.
An abundance of outdoor entertainment options were incorporated into the design to
host events and provide entertainment to guests. From large outdoor movie screenings
overlooking the pool in Cypress Springs, to poolside cocktails and dancing at the South
Beach location the property offers multiple options for events and desired guest experiences.
A Phase II expansion was complete in 2016 to add the FlowRider® surf simulator and an
additional slide complex to further target the teen & young adult market.

RESULT

From play structures, slides and “dive-in” movies, to upscale cabanas, swaying palms, lush
greenery and warm water spas, the outdoor area at the Palms has managed to create an
oasis with multiple appeal, all in one property. Both Cypress Springs and South Beach Pool
boast terrific results in event bookings and rentals with flexible configurations of deck space
that increase revenue-generating opportunities.

“The Gaylord Palms is a functional powerhouse for families, couples and
business travelers alike.”
-Eve Lumsden, Director of Sale
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SIX FLAGS NEW JERSEY

Jackson, New Jersey

CHALLENGE

Design and build the largest waterpark in U.S. history, providing complete turnkey design,
engineering and construction. ADG’s objectives were to design/build a 10,000 person
capacity waterpark across 30 acres and develop amenities that increase time on premises
and per cap spending.

SOLUTION

Utilizing existing topography, ADG helped eliminate costly clearing and earthwork with
minimum contour changes, retaining 75% of the mature oak trees on site. The park layout
was developed around a core village island, creating a cross-axis circulation pattern allowing
guests to easily travel between food and retail kiosks, restrooms, lockers, tube rentals and
attractions which include: 14 high-speed thrill slides, a 45,000 sqft wave pool, 2-story play
structure and 2,500ft lazy river. ADG preserved existing vegetation and site lines by setting
features within lush landscaping and themed architecture.

RESULT

Hurricane Harbor remains one of the largest waterparks in the U.S. Exceeding the desired
10,000 person capacity, ADG was able to seamlessly integrate 30 acres of attractions with
many amenities and support facilities to satisfy the wants and needs of up to 11,000 guests.
Creative design and layouts maintained the synergy and feel of a small park setting within
Hurricane Harbor’s sprawling grounds.

“I had the greatest time at the water park. Hurricane Harbor was the best place to be; I
was able to cool off completely in the Lazy River, Wave Pool and on the water slides.”
–Customer, Six Flags NJ
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MASSANUTTEN WATERPARK

McGaheysville, VA

CHALLENGE

To become a true four-season destination, this popular golf and ski resort with timeshare
community wanted to expand its offerings and add a state-of-the-art indoor/outdoor
waterpark complex to their property. This project was designed to increase timeshare sales,
generate revenue through sale of day passes, F&B, and incidentals, differentiate through a
unique blending of indoor/outdoor waterpark design and aquatic attractions and designed
for potential future expansions.

SOLUTION

Massanutten hired the experts at ADG to build a unique waterpark complex that would
revolutionize waterpark design and position Massanutten as the premiere destination resort
in the region. A state of the art, 3-story, 42,000 sqft indoor waterpark and 88,000 sqft
outdoor complex was designed to include a perfect blend of leisure and play areas featuring
the latest advances in aquatic attractions and wave generation technologies, including the
Double FlowRider® and beach entry outdoor wave pool. With an abundance of deck and
lounge areas surrounded by F&B, retail and entertainment outlets, ample room for relaxation
is provided for guest enjoyment, increasing repeat visitation and length of stay.

RESULT

Massanutten experienced a noticeable increase in timeshare property sales as soon as the
first cubic yard of concrete was poured for the foundation! The indoor waterpark was
declared the “wave of the future” and has been featured in numerous articles, TV shows,
and promotional spots. The addition of the indoor and outdoor waterpark dramatically
increased timeshare sales and has proven to be a successful revenue generating amenity.

“ADG listened to our goals and understood that Massanutten wanted
a truly unique year-round amenity using the latest features and
technologies that could easily be expanded without having to build a
new support space.”
-Clay Rice, Director of Operations
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HILTON ANATOLE

Dallas, TX

CHALLENGE

The Hilton Anatole, a popular conference center and hotel destination in downtown Dallas,
wanted to upgrade their recreational aquatic amenities in order to increase guest occupancy
during the traditionally slower summer season. They turned to ADG to design a Resort
Waterfront setting to increase guest occupancy during the traditionally slower summer
season while appealing to business and leisure travelers alike.

SOLUTION

This Resort Waterfront “JadeWaters”, designed and built by ADG, seamlessly carries
through the sophisticated Asian-influenced design, architecture and landscaping while
addressing the water recreation needs of both family and business travelers alike.
Highlights of the new JadeWaters waterfront area include a 4,000 sqft leisure pool, 7,000
sqft upgraded beach-entry family pool with kids play area, and a 630ft lazy river complete
with a sun shelf for lounge chairs. Additional amenities of JadeWaters includes two 180ft winding water slides, seating and lounging for over 800 guests, private cabanas and
daybeds and a 23 seat swim-up bar.

RESULT

Opening half way into the summer season, Jade Waters produced immediate results
in terms of increase in occupancy and resort fees. F&B sales at JadeWaters exceeded
expectations, with over 70% of revenue resulting from poolside beverage sales alone.
Summer visitation saw a tremendous boost from guests within the local market with an
average occupancy rate of 30-35% increase over last summer.

“We are very happy with our newset amenity JadeWaters and so are our
guests! We are recieving very positive responses from patrons.”
-Brett Kraft, Hotel Manager
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GAYLORD TEXAN

Grapevine, TX

CHALLENGE

Facing increased competition in the market, the Gaylord Texan Resort wanted to develop
a unique recreational water setting that would appeal to the family and leisure traveler,
increase the amount of family visits and extend length of stay, generate increased revenue
from food and beverage sales and gain market share over competition.

SOLUTION

The Gaylord Texan’s Paradise Springs, a 10-acre resort waterpark complex that creates the
destination experience guests are looking for, whether traveling with the family or planning
for a business event. A 6,000 sqft lagoon with walk-in beach, lazy river and horseshoe
shaped ‘hot pools’ invite guests to relax, while a zip line, water basketball, water slides,
toddler pools and a newly added Multi-Level Play Structure encourage family fun. The
Multi-Level Play Structure, part of a complete Phase II area expansion, includes additional
deck areas for lounge chairs, tables and cabanas for added family appeal. To enhance
the overall resort feel, large decking and lounge areas were incorporated at the center and
throughout Paradise Springs. Poolside bars and eateries offer specialty options and cabana
rentals and VIP/party areas solicit additional revenue opportunities from both family
gatherings and business events.

RESULT

Upon opening Paradise Springs the Gaylord Texan experienced a significant and positive
impact to leisure guest bookings. Their Paradise Springs Grapevine Waterpark was rated
2011’s No. 1 Top Aquatic Resort by Waterparks & Resorts Today.

“Paradise Springs is a great example of what resort properties can do to meet
the needs and desires of guests while minimizing impact on the environment.”
-Aquatics International
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SIX FLAGS GREAT AMERICA

Gurnee, IL

CHALLENGE

Having built more than twelve successful projects in seven years for Six Flags, ADG was
once again the builder of choice when Six Flags decided to embark upon their latest
challenge, to complete a massive 13-acre waterpark in only 9 months. ADG took on the task
of transforming 13 undeveloped acres and parking lots into a state-of-the-art waterpark,
completing the project within 9 months, from concept to opening day and the goal of
increasing park capacity and revenue generating opportunities.

SOLUTION

In order to meet the aggressive development schedule, ADG’s teams worked 7 days a week
throughout a difficult Chicago winter to complete the project for a Memorial Day opening.
Created to appeal to visitors of all ages, the park was designed as a completely full-service
environment with everything from luxury cabanas and tiki-style eateries, to daredevil drops,
looping slides and family play areas, all carefully arranged with palm trees, vegetation, and
brightly colored buildings that served to house all of the F&B, retail and guest service areas
in easily accessible and attractive settings.

RESULT

Opened in 2005 and expanded in 2011, the massive Hurricane Harbor Park is a Caribbean
oasis on the outskirts of Chicago. Completed on-time and on-budget, the initial 13-acre
waterpark and 8-acre expansion were immediate successes and increased overall park
capacity by more than 10,000 patrons.

“Riptide Bay is the perfect addition to our park’s extensive collection of thrills. We
expanded the waterpark due to popular demand, and are excited to be able to
provide guests of all ages with a variety of unique and thrilling attractions”
-Hank Salemi, Six Flags Great America Park President
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AQUATOPIA INDOOR WATERPARK

Tannersville, PA

CHALLENGE

To complete the evolution from ski mountain to true resort destination, and achieve the
original vision the owners had for Camelback Resort, the final phase of development,
Camelback Lodge & Indoor Waterpark was put into motion. The owners turned to ADG to
design & build the most innovative indoor waterpark in North America, supplying one-of-akind rides and featured attractions and incorporating theming throughout park.

SOLUTION

An immersive exercise in branding, the Camelback experience culminates in Aquatopia,
a fully integrated, themed waterpark that enhances the resort’s story and brand. From the
Bombora Double Flowrider® to the Great Kanagawa Wave Pool and only-one-of-its-kind
Lost River Adventure, to the uphill Storm Chaser water coaster and first ever 6-person raft
ride, Aquatopia was designed to be a limitless environment of adventure, play and relaxation.
No other indoor facility provides as much variety in theming, unique pool designs, thrilling
rides, expansive lounge areas and available food & beverage options.

RESULT

Completed in less than 17 months, the $163 million Camelback Lodge and Aquatopia
Indoor Waterpark is the largest and most innovative hotel and indoor waterpark ever
constructed in the US in a single phase. Conceived as a true ski-in/ski-out lodge, it offers a
mix of dry and aquatic based adventure and leisure activities year round that no other resort
in the world currently provides on one property.

“The waterpark was a great draw this winter for guests who were worried about
booking a hotel in the face of less than ideal snow conditions. It gave them the
security to know they would always have something to do. Our hotel remained
full, our rooms were booked and guests left excited to return again next year!”
-Charles Blier, Executive VP & General Manager
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WET N WILD SPLASHTOWN

Houston, Texas

CHALLENGE

Opened in 1984, Hanna-Barbera Land was later redesigned as Houston’s Wet n’ Wild
SplashTown Waterpark. Premier Parks sought to rebrand the park by adding a multi-million
dollar waterpark. ADG was engaged to design/build renovations in under 4 months while
seamlessly incorporating all desired features into the site plan and generating a design that
would increase revenue and enhance the customer experience.

SOLUTION

ADG designed/built the largest expansion in the park’s history, creating a waterpark which
combined thrill, adventure, relaxation and top-of-the-line amenities.
New attractions included Big Kahuna, a 5-story mega-tube serpentine raft ride; the
FlowRider® wave surf system, an expanded kid’s area and interactive toddler-only play
zone. To generate incremental revenue and enhance the guest experience the park design
expanded changing areas, increased shaded lounge areas, widened walking paths and
added new premium cabanas. Dining areas, viewing decks, food and beverage, and two
new retail locations were also added.

RESULT

Since its expansion, Wet n’ Wild SplashTown has attracted crowds of all ages including
the American Coasters Enthusiasts and WorldPro Flowboarding Champion, Xana-Kai Nash.
The park continues to attract visitors from across the U.S. increasing revenues and per cap
spending.

“On Opening Day I had some season pass guests, who have been members
for years, stop me and shake my hand telling me how much they loved the new
park.”
– Jody Kneupper, GM
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COMPLETED PROJECTS
AQUATIC DEVELOPMENT GROUP

2020

Soaky Mountain					
King’s Dominion

Design/Build			
Design/Build Renovation

Tennessee
Virginia

2019

SoundWaves at Gaylord Opryland			
Island H20 Live! at Margaritaville Resort		
Kartrite Hotel & Indoor Waterpark			

Design/Build Indoor & Outdoor Waterpark
Design/Build				
Design/Build Indoor Waterpark		

Tennessee
Florida
New York

2018

Canobie Lake Park
Columbus Zoo Zoombezi Bay - Phase 4		
Six Flags America - Phase 3			

Design/Build
Design/Build Expansion			
Design/Build Renovation			

New Hampshire
Ohio
Maryland

2017

H2OBX Waterpark
Pampanga Aqua Planet Waterpark			
Six Flags Hurricane Harbor Oaxtepec		
Wet ‘n’ Wild Toronto				

Design/Build
Design/Supply/Consult Int’l			
Design/Supply/Consult Int’l			
Design/Const. Mgmt Renovation Int’l		

North Carolina
Philippines
Mexico
Ontario

2016

Camelbeach Waterpark - Phase 5			
Gaylord Palms - Phase 3				
Gaylord Texan - Phase 2				
Hilton Anatole Jade Waters
Hyland Hills Water World
Las Cañadas Campground
Six Flags America - Phase 2			
Village Vacances Valcartier Bora Parc		

Design/Build Renovation 			
Design/Build Expansion			
Design/Build Expansion 			
Design/Build
Design/Build
Design/Supply Int’l
Design/Build Expansion			
Design/Supply Indoor Waterpark Int’l		

Pennsylvania
Florida
Texas
Texas
Colorado
Mexico
Maryland
Québec

2015

Aquatopia Indoor Waterpark			

Design/Build Indoor Waterpark		

Pennsylvania

2014

Columbus Zoo Zoombezi Bay - Phase 3		
Cowabunga Bay
Kentucky Kingdom Hurricane Bay			
Six Flags Over Georgia Hurricane Harbor		
Wet ‘n’ Wild Splashtown

Design/Build Renovation			
Design/Build
Design/Build Renovation/Expansion		
Design/Build				
Design/Build Renovation

Ohio
Nevada
Kentucky
Georgia
Texas

2013

Calypso Waterpark - Phase 3			
Lake Winnepesaukah Soak Ya
Magic Springs Waterpark - Phase 3		
Rapids Waterpark
Sahara Sam’s Outdoor Waterpark			

Design/Supply Expansion			
Design/Build
Design/Build Expansion 			
Design/Build
Design/Supply Expansion			

Ontario
Georgia
Arkansas
Florida
New Jersey

2012

Clementon Park
Frontier City
Gaylord Palms - Phase 2				
Ocean Breeze Waterpark - Phase 2		
Soaring Eagle Indoor Waterpark			

Design/Build Expansion
Design/Build Expansion
Design/Build Expansion			
Design/Build Expansion			
Design/Build Indoor Waterpark		

New Jersey
Oklahoma
Florida
Virginia
Michigan

2011

Batavia Clarion Inn Indoor Waterpark		
Calypso Waterpark - Phase 2			
Camelbeach Waterpark - Phase 4			
Columbus Zoo Zoombezi Bay - Phase 2		
Gaylord Palms
Gaylord Texan
Jay Peak Resort Indoor Waterpark			
Ocean Breeze Waterpark
Six Flags Great America - Phase 2			

Design/Build Indoor Waterpark		
Design/Supply Expansion Int’l		
Design/Build Expansion			
Design/Build Expansion			
Design/Build
Design/Build
Design/Build/Supply Indoor Waterpark
Design/Build Expansion
Design/Build Expansion			

New York
Ontario
Pennsylvania
Ohio
Florida
Texas
Vermont
Virginia
Illinois
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COMPLETED PROJECTS
AQUATIC DEVELOPMENT GROUP

2010

Calypso Waterpark
Nashville Shores
Magic Springs Waterpark - Phase 2		
Splashtown at Darien Lake - Phase 2		

Design/Supply Int’l
Design/Build
Design/Build Expansion			
Design/Build Expansion			

Ontario
Tennessee
Arkansas
New York

2009

Amazoo Waterpark
Greek Peak Indoor Waterpark			
Wilderness Resort Condos Indoor Waterpark
Wilderness Resort Condos Outdoor Waterpark

Design/Supply Expansion Int’l
Design/Build Indoor Waterpark		
Design/Build Indoor Waterpark		
Design/Build				

Québec
New York
Tennessee
Tennessee

2008

Camping H2O Waterpark
Coco Key Mt. Laurel Marriott Indoor Waterpark
Coco Key Waterbury Grand Hotel Indoor Waterpark
Magic Springs Waterpark
Oasis at the Wharf
Red Jacket Resort Indoor Waterpark		
Sahara Sam’s Indoor Waterpark			
Silver Mountain Resort Indoor Waterpark		
Split Rock Resort Indoor Waterpark		
Wilderness Resort Outdoor Waterpark

Design/Supply Int’l
Design/Build Indoor Waterpark		
Design/Build Indoor Waterpark		
Design/Build
Design/Build
Design/Build Indoor Waterpark		
Design/Build Indoor Waterpark		
Design/Build Indoor Waterpark		
Design/Build Indoor Waterpark		
Design/Build

Québec
New Jersey
Connecticut
Arkansas
Alabama
New Hampshire
New Jersey
Idaho
Pennsylvania
Tennessee

2007

Columbus Zoo Zoombezi Bay
Kalahari Resort Indoor Waterpark - Phase 2		

Design/Build
Design/Build Expansion Indoor Waterpark

Ohio
Ohio

2006

Six Flags Great Escape Indoor Waterpark		
Wilderness Resort Indoor Waterpark		

Design/Build Indoor Waterpark		
Design/Supply Indoor Waterpark		

New York
Wisconsin

2005

Geauga Lake Wildwater Kingdom - Phase 2		
Kalahari Resort Indoor Waterpark
Massanutten Resort Indoor Waterpark
Six Flags Great America

Design/Build Expansion			
Design/Build
Design/Build
Design/Build

Ohio
Ohio
Virginia
Illinois

2004

Ameri-Cana Indoor Waterpark			
Kalahari Resort Indoor Waterpark			
Kalahari Resort Outdoor Waterpark			

Design/Const. Mgmt Indoor Waterpark
Design/Supply Expansion Indoor Waterpark
Design/Supply Expansion			

New York
Wisconsin
Wisconsin

2003

Six Flags New England - Phase 3			

Design/Build Expansion			

Massachusetts

2002

Camelbeach Waterpark - Phase 4			
Crystal Springs Resort & Golf Club			
Red Oaks Outdoor Waterpark

Design/Build Expansion			
Design/Build				
Design/Build

Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Michigan

2001

Camelbeach Waterpark - Phase 3			
Dollywood Dolly’s Splash Country
Roseland Outdoor Waterpark
Six Flags Great Adventure

Design/Build Expansion			
Design/Build
Design/Build
Design/Build

Pennsylvania
Tennessee
New York
New Jersey

2000

Camelbeach Waterpark - Phase 2			
Emerald Pointe Waterpark
Geauga Lake Wildwater Kingdom

Design/Build Expansion			
Design/Build
Design/Build

Pennsylvania
North Carolina
Ohio

1999

AstroWorld Park
Mountain Creek Waterpark			
Six Flags Fiesta Texas

Design/Build Renovation
Design/Build Renovation			
Design/Build

Texas
New Jersey
Texas
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COMPLETED PROJECTS
AQUATIC DEVELOPMENT GROUP
Six Flags Hurricane Harbor Arlington		
Six Flags New England - Phase 2			
Six Flags St. Louis

Design/Build				
Design/Build Expansion			
Design/Build

Texas
Massachusetts
Missouri

1998

Camelbeach Waterpark
Six Flags New England
Supersplash Adventure

Design/Build
Design/Build
Design/Build

Pennsylvania
Massachusetts
Texas

1997

Michigan Adventures
Six Flags Darien Lake
Six Flags Elitch Gardens

Design/Build
Design/Build
Design/Build

Michigan
New York
Colorado
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PO BOX 648
13 Green Mountain Drive
Cohoes, NY 12047
518.783.0038
sales@aquaticgroup.com
aquaticgroup.com
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SWINERTON BUILDERS
COMPANY PROFILE
1888

$3.5B

0.50

3,500+

$770M+

#1

2018 DIVERSITY
SPEND

2019 CA ENR
GENERAL
CONTRACTOR

100%

$5B

#2

YEAR
ESTABLISHED

EXPERTS
ON STAFF

EMPLOYEE
OWNED

2018 REVENUE

BONDING
CAPACITY
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2019 CA EMR

HOSPITALITY
2019 CA ENR

SWINERTON BUILDERS
SELECT CALIFORNIA HOSPITALITY EXPERIENCE

Ritz-Carlton Highlands,
Truckee

Fairmont Heritage Place at
Ghirardelli Square, San Francisco

Sawyer Downtown Plaza Tower,
Sacramento

Hotel Del Coronado
Historic Renovation, San Diego

Omni Hotel,
San Diego

Hazens Sheraton,
Los Angeles

Courtyard by Marriott,
San Francisco

U.S. Grant Hotel Renovation,
San Diego

Hope Street,
Mountian View

Waldorf Astoria,
San Francisco

Hotel Z,
San Diego

Orchard Garden,
San Francisco
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John C. Lemery
A founding member of the Lemery Greisler law firm, John C. Lemery practiced law in the Capital
Region of New York for 47 years. He is an economic development specialist, focusing on siting,
financing, structuring, and all other aspects related to economic development projects. He was
the lead council for the developers of the 1,414-acre Luther Forest Technology Campus, which
hosts Global Foundries Chip Manufacturing Plant. This plant employs 3,000 people, and many
consider this the largest economic development project in Upstate New York.
Among other things, Mr. Lemery was primarily responsible for the development of the $46 million
Six Flags Great Escape Lodge & Indoor Waterpark, New York's first hotel with an indoor
waterpark. He managed several aspects of the construction, land acquisition, the partnership
that built the hotel/waterpark, and the financing.
Lemery is the principle founder and primary sponsor of the only Dinosaur Theme Park in New
York State, which opened in May of 2019, with 40 animatronic dinosaurs. Lemery was involved
in all aspects of the development including putting the team together which ultimately designed
and built the theme park.
Mr. Lemery served as council to several Capital Region companies and local governmental
economic development corporations. More generally, Mr. Lemery's practice focused on the
areas of commercial and corporate law, including industrial development financings. In addition,
Mr. Lemery has worked closely with clients to structure buyouts from several public companies
through structured financings, commercial loans, mezzanine financing, and equity participation.
He also helped companies obtain targeted funding from the State of New York and the Federal
Government including Urban Development Action Grants, Farmers Home Administration, and
the US Department of Agriculture - Business and Industry Division Loans.
Mr. Lemery is admitted to practice law in New York and Pennsylvania. He served on the Member
Loan Committee of the Capital Region Economic Development Corporation and was a member
of the Economic Development Council of the State University of New York in Albany and a
former member of the Regional Advisory Board of the US Small Business Administration. Mr.
Lemery has spoken on issues related to development and community economic well-being, and
was an Adjunct Professor Emeritus of Entrepreneurship and Business Formation at the
Graduate School of Business at the State University of New York in Albany.
Mr. Lemery served on Active Duty as a Captain in the United States Army from 1965-1967 and
was a recipient of the United States Army Commendation Medal for Meritorious Service.
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Luther Forest Technology Campus

"The Luther Forest Technology Campus is a 1,414-acre (573 hectares) site specifically
designed for semiconductor and nanotechnology manufacturing and other innovative
technologies. The site is environmentally friendly and pre-approved with convenient
dedicated Interstate highway access only 1.5 miles away. This site offers abundant water,
reliable electrical and gas systems, is pre-approved environmentally, and has a user
friendly site-plan review process in place. The Luther Forest Technology Campus is home
to GLOBALFOUNDRIES (a joint venture between AMO Inc. and ATIC of Abu Dhabi)"
https://lutherforest.org/about.php

Mr. Lemery was lead council for the development team and managed the
various aspects of the creation of this project. The Luther Forest
Technology Campus is an invaluable asset to the area from job creation
and technological advancement to environmental stewardship.
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The Great Escape Hotel/Waterpark
Great Escape is
New York's
First Hotel with
an Indoor
Waterpark!

This facility brings
hundreds of
thousands of visitors
to the area annually
and contributes
greatly to the tourism
economy!
John Lemery's ability to create a development team was the essential
ingredient in determining the success of this project. Not only was Lemery
responsible for recruiting the team, but Lemery also managed certain
aspects of the construction, land acquisition, and financing.
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Lake George Expedition Park

Once again, John Lemery's ability to bring people of varying
backgrounds and areas of expertise together to create something truly
unique and amazing was exercised in the development of Dino Roar
Valley in Lake George Expedition Park. Dino Roar is the only Dinosaur
Theme Park in NY, bringing engagement, learning, and fun to Lake
George area and creating a special destination for families and
individuals alike. Through the collaboration of designers, engineers, and
John Lemery, this project has become a great success, and has been
delighting visitors since its opening in May of 2019.
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John S. Collins
(330) 998-4482 johnscollins323@gmail.com

To whom it may concern,
I am writing this letter on the behalf of J ohn Lemery who is working with others on the
Solano 360 project in Vallejo CA. I was the general manager and park president of Six
Flags the Great Escape in Queensbury NY (Lake George) for several years. John
Lemery single handedly proposed that we consider building a hotel/indoor water park on
property directly across Route 9 from the Great Escape. The property for the Hotel/
Waterpark lay between Route 9 and Interstate 87. The then chairman and CEO of Six
Flags was very interested in the development and encouraged Lemery to find some
partners who would be willing to partner with Six Flags. Lemery was able to engage
three very strong financial partners, including two large construction companies and
Aquatic Development Group who, with Six Flags, developed the facility. He was
intimately involved with the aspects of the construction, all of the land acquisition
necessary, the planning and zoning before local and state agencies, and arranged the
financing.
John Lemery was also the principle attorney of the 2 million dollar Environmental Impact
Statement, which the town required in order for us to expand the theme park. That
impact statement took some two years to create and be approved, which paved the way
for our ability to add attractions without going through a difficult zoning process.
Lemery was also a registered lobbyist for Six Flags and was instrumental in obtaining a
substantial tax relief benefit on behalf of the company. He was also principally
responsible for all the planning and zoning during my time as park president and served
beyond that time for successive park presidents.
I am pleased to write this letter on behalf of John.
Regards,
John S. Collins
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GOLF-RESIDENTIAL-RETAIL EXPERIENCE

Parc Alpharetta, Atlanta, GA
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

20

Recreational Golf Amenity
Recreational Golf Amenity
Part of a nationwide network of innovative golf entertainment venues, with a
unique entertainment destination pairing the most advanced golf games and
technology with outstanding food and drinks. It has something for everyone.
The indoor/outdoor all-weather golf-entertainment complex features hitting
bays, a Free Play Game Lounge with classic games like shuffleboard and
arcade style games, a full-service restaurant and bar, an outdoor lounge
and fully equipped meeting and event rooms. This space will be ready to
provide a turnkey, hassle-free experience customized to the patrons needs.

This indoor-outdoor facility is the perfect complement to feature and resort
hospitality components. Providing an additional amenity that combines the
driving range experience with an active high tech sports, food and beverage
entertainment environment. Additionally the open space driving range will
have the capacity to host a variety of outdoor events year round; providing
direct connection to the rest of the outdoor program and tying into the
surrounding outdoor experiences.
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Golf Experience
The themed destination resort brings together all the amenities of a luxury resort and
the high-energy excitement of state-of-the-art theme park that illuminate the
accomplishments of middle eastern culture in a dazzlingly entertaining way.
Creating family traditions, one family at a time, and continuously improving efficiency in
operations are the cornerstones of the Themed Resort. The team is passionate about
providing the customized, world-class amenities, entertainment experiences and
service that will generate great guest satisfaction levels in the industry.

Sonnenblick Development, LLC
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Other Prospective Tennants

Parc Alpharetta, Atlanta, GA
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

20
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Market Research and Feasibility Analysis

Parc Alpharetta, Atlanta, GA
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

20

NARRATIVE SUMMARY
Vallejo, California
This comprehensive study is comprised of ten (10) separate and distinct analyses of a thirty (30) minute drivetime radius around the Solano County Fairgrounds property (“Trade Area”) located at 900 Fairgrounds Dr, Vallejo,
CA 94589. By defining and then analyzing the demographic, psychographic, consumer habits, and retail supply
& demand characteristics of this Trade Area, we are able to identify the make-up of the population therein and
determine whether or not the various customer profiles targeted by national retailers, restaurants and other uses
are in place for the Developer and then confidently predict whether or not this Trade Area possesses the desired
characteristics to attract new store developments. For the purpose of this analysis and based upon the Developer’s
desire to create a destination mixed-use project, DBC Advisors (“DBC”) has identified the aforementioned thirty
(30) minute drive-time radius Trade Area to be within the Developer’s sphere of influence for a destination
attraction(s). DBC has highlighted specific data throughout the individual reports herein that are deemed
applicable to the Developer’s objectives and has written this Narrative Summary in order to make the Developer’s
review an easier task.
Maps: In addition to the “Site Detail Map” at the beginning of this report, the analyst also considered the data
within the “Dominant Tapestry Map” (Tapestry Profile section) and the “Traffic Count Map” (with an exceptional
136,000/vehicles/day on the adjacent Interstate 80) to arrive at determinations and recommendations for this
Market Profile.
Major Shopping Center Locator: This summary of existing shopping center locations provides an important
profile of competing properties, including the anchor tenants therein. For the purpose of this proposed
development, we felt it was especially important to identify those shopping centers that had a multiplex theater as
an anchor tenant and discovered 36 screens contained within three separate theaters in shopping centers within 12
miles of the proposed development. While it may be discouraging to the Developer that there is this much
competition, it should be noted that the newest of these three centers, Hilltop Plaza was built in 1996 and is 11.2
miles away. The second newest, Gateway Plaza-Village was built in 1991 and is 0.75 miles away. The oldest of
the three, Vallejo Plaza Shopping Center was built in 1962 and is 1.76 miles from the proposed development.
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that none of these theaters are designed and built in today’s stadium-style
seating since the newest one was presumably built 23 years ago and that should mean that a new, modern theater
facility would be welcomed by the theater-goers in the portion of the Trade Area that is in a 10-20 minute drive
of the new theater.
Demographic Analysis: The data contained within the “Executive Summary” provides in-depth details on the
demographic makeup of the Trade Area. The findings for 2018 demonstrate a population of 932,141 with an
average household income of $99,336 (median is $74,441) per year. It should be noted that is substantially higher
than the U.S. average household income at $83,694 (U.S. median is $58,100). The demographic group Caucasians
(“White Only”) makes up nearly half of the population with 48.5% while those identified as Hispanic account for
the second highest representation with 29.8% of the population in the Trade Area (this particular category is
somewhat of a catch-all grouping and explains why the total is greater than 100%). The median age within the
Trade Area is 38.2, which is on par with the national median age of 38.3 years old and bodes well for the
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Developer’s efforts in attracting the targeted demographic profiles suited for retail and entertainment purposes.
The Trade Area has experienced an annual population growth of 0.75% between 2010 and 2018.
Tapestry Profile: This study provides an in-depth examination of the all-important psychographic characteristics
(lifestyles) within the Trade Area. Tapestry Segmentation represents the fifth generation of market segmentation
systems that began over 30 years ago. The 67 categories of the Tapestry Segmentation system classifies U.S.
neighborhoods based on their socio-economic and demographic composition and provides insight into customers'
lifestyle choices, what they buy, and how they spend their free time. It helps to identify the best customers, optimal
sites, and underserved markets within a given trade area.
Detailed descriptions of the top five tapestry segments are included within the section labeled “Tapestry Profile”
of this Market Profile, providing a comprehensive summary of each segment’s particular socioeconomic traits
along with their respective density maps (distribution) for of the entire country. This is extremely important
information for the Developer to understand as it has a direct influence on the type of retailers, restaurants and
other operators that have the best chance to be successful within the Trade Area.
The top five tapestry segments within the Trade Area of the site make up a substantial 38.6% of the population
and tend to share comparable consumer characteristics. In comparison, these same top five segments make up a
mere 8.3% of the U.S. population. The three most dominant tapestry segments are identified as “City Lights” with
10.62%, followed by “Pleasantville” at 8.4% and “Front Porches” with 6.9% for a cumulative 25.9% of the total
populace. For the most part, the psychographic makeup of the Trade Area bodes well for the success of the type
of mixed-use destination project envisioned by the Developer.
It should be noted that DBC found it curious that the City Lights segment was the highest concentration of tapestry
segmentation in the Trade Area given the overall suburban nature of the communities located within therein. It is
assumed that this is due to the dense population and diverse nature of the city of Richmond.
Market Profile: This study provides a deeper understanding of the makeup of the Trade Area by dissecting key
factors such as the education, income and age breakdown of the populace. The daytime population of 868,836
with 393,951 workers demonstrates that the Trade Area is more than just a ‘bedroom community” and bodes well
for lunch business for the Development’s restaurants (for those within a 10-15-minute drive window).
We also discover that 72,3% of the households earn more than $50,000 annually, which is an impressive
percentage. It is worth noting that 64.9% of the population is between 15 and 64, prime age period for maximum
consumer spending. An impressive 65.7% of the residents have at least some college education with 32.6% having
earned at least a four-year a college degree.
As for spending habits associated with the Developer’s planned tenant mix, the residents spent an average of
$3,739.76/year on “entertainment/recreation with a strong SPI (Spending Potential Index) of 116 (100 SPI is the
benchmark, national average SPI), while the “meals away from home” category showed an average of
$4,159.47/year with another strong SPI of 118.
Disposable Income Profile: Disposable Income measures the amount of after-tax income of households within
the Trade Area. DBC likes to determine the income range(s) which encompasses approximately half of the
population as that tends to be a good indicator of potential spending at retail and dining establishments. We found
that the Trade Area effectively met this mark within the $35,000 to $100,000 range, with a percentage of 48.2%
(159,293 of the 330,413 households) populating this income block. It should b e noted that the median household
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DISPOSABLE INCOME in the Trade Area is $58,872, which is more than the actual MEDIAN INCOME of the
country at $58,100! Meanwhile, the average disposable income is a remarkable $74.532 with an impressive 59.1%
having a disposable income greater than $50,000. Therefore, the Trade Area should be very attractive to retailers,
restauranteurs and entertainment attractions.
Restaurant Market Potential: This study demonstrates a surprisingly strong affinity for dining out, with strong
MPIs across many dining categories. That said, their preferred restaurant choices are not surprising given the
socio-economic make-up of the Trade Area, with California Pizza Kitchen with a 149 MPI (Market Potential
Index - which measures that against the National average “baseline” of 100), Cheesecake Factory (126 MPI), and
TGI Fridays (124 MPI) being the runaway favorites. The strong support for these operators suggests that other
restaurant chains featuring hearty helpings and/or comfort food could do well in this market. The study is also
very positive for upscale dining that will draw from a wider area and support the “destination” development, the
population that “went to fine dining last month” (113 MPI), “went to fine dining three-four times last month”
(115 MPI), and they “spent $101 -$200 at fine dining restaurants in the last 30 days” (119 MPI).
Sports & Leisure Market Potential: This study measures the likelihood of adults or households participating,
attending, watching or spending on sporting events, movies and/or for purchasing goods & services for hobbies
and other leisure time activities. This study showed promise for certain outdoor activities and potential consumer
support for the retailers that carry these products. For instance, saltwater fishing (107 MPI) suggest a potential
market for outdoor retailers. As for supporting a multiplex cinema, the numbers are very strong with an MPI of
120 for those who attended a movie in the last 90 days. Furthermore, every category and/or genre had an MPI of
106 or better.
Retail MarketPlace Profile: This critical study measures the retail supply & demand factors (a/k/a: Surplus &
Leakage) within the Trade Area. The Retail Gap numbers depict the difference between demand (retail potential)
and supply (retail sales), with the surplus shown in red while the potential sales (leakage - residents leaving the
Trade Area to purchase goods & services elsewhere) are shown in green. Please note that the surplus figures aren’t
necessarily a negative factor, as they may also represent retail sales made within the Trade Area to citizens from
outside the Trade Area. At first blush, these results present a bleak picture of current conditions in the combined
“Retail Trade and Food & Drink” category, with a total of $456,785,946 in resident dollars being spent outside
the Trade Area on an annual basis. However, when looking at a long-term strategy, these leakage numbers should
be considered ‘unmet opportunities’ for the Developer to tap into.
These leakage numbers bode especially well for the purpose of attracting the following potential big-ticket
purveyors as these purchases by the citizens are currently occurring outside of the Trade Area:
➢ “Furniture & Home Furnishings Stores” at $12,065,098;
➢ “Electronics & Appliance Stores” at $42,938,533; and
➢ “Building Material & Supply Stores” at $101,751,685.
The data also shows opportunity for localized retail goods & services within the Trade Area, most notably leakages
in the following categories which should also be targeted as potential tenants by the Developer:
➢ “Specialty Food Stores” at $81,218,451;
➢ “Clothing & Clothing Accessories Stores” at $234,043,341;
➢ “Sporting Goods/Hobby/Musical Instrument Stores” at $66,803,750.
This study also demonstrates an oversupply of $85,326,969 for “Food Services & Drinking Places”, which aligns
nicely with the residents’ affinity towards dining out as identified in the “Restaurant Market Potential” study in
support of the Developer’s efforts to attract new restaurant options. That said, it is critical that the Developer
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attract unique dining options that may be seen destination and/or combined with entertainment or other
experiential offering. We shall address this opportunity in the Recommendations section of this Market Profile.
Medical Expenditures: This study is not typically included in DBC’s Market Profile, but because the Developer
is hoping to recruit the nearby Sutter Solano Medical Center (108 beds) to the project site, we felt this to be an
important study for the Developer to consider. Given that their facility is not in compliance with current seismic
standards in the state of California, there seems to be a legitimate opportunity to attract this health care provider
to a new facility within the proposed development. The study demonstrates a strong market for health services
with the medical care category currently pulling in $722,279,603/year with an SPI of 112. Meanwhile, the hospital
room & services category is driving revenues of $63,851,551 with an SPI of 113.
It should be noted that Kaiser Permanente has opened a 248-bed hospital just a few years ago that is in close
proximity to the proposed location and would compete with a relocated Sutter Solano Medical Center. DBC does
not possess expertise in health care and recommends that the Developer engage a consultant in that industry before
investing too much time and energy into its pursuit of Sutter.
Conclusion: The Trade Area appears to possess the characteristics of a thriving retail destination given its easily
accessed location with excellent frontage and direct access to a major highway (I-80). Adding to this impression
is the demographic make-up of the Trade Area, which has very strong household income levels well above the
national levels in every possible measurement.
While the Retail MarketPlace Profile study demonstrates substantial sales leakage from the Trade Area suggesting
a weak retail trade, DBC sees this as a clear lack of supply for the existing demand, therefore providing an
excellent opportunity for the Developer to target operators in those retail categories that are experiencing leakages.
With the exception of the Pleasantville tapestry segment, the “Tapestry Segmentation” study tells us that the
population base is made up primarily of prudent consumers that tend to be pragmatic in their purchase decisions,
the citizens nonetheless step up to spend money on quality retail goods & services. That is an important factor to
share with retailers and other businesses targeted by the Developer - as is the impressive household income figures,
making a location decision easier to make for these potential operators.
Recommendations: First & foremost, DBC strongly encourages the Developer to take advantage of the
opportunities presented in the “Retail MarketPlace Profile” study, especially those retail categories identified and
listed as bullets in that section of this Narrative. The retail categories demonstrating leakages should translate into
targeted sectors for the Developer to concentrate their marketing efforts. Each one of these retail categories must
be thoroughly researched to develop a list of the best candidates within each category and a structured marketing
campaign should be designed to pursue those candidates identified as the ideal retail operators for the Trade Area.
Focused marketing material (electronic flyers, etc.) should be created to clearly trumpet the benefits of the
proposed development in order to effectively deliver these operators into the proposed development.
DBC believes that the proposed development should brand and market itself as a “destination” with events,
experiences and retail attractions that would attract customers (and sales tax revenue) from the entire Trade Area
and beyond. Destination retailing is different from traditional shopping because customers plan a trip to stores
and other attractions to enjoy the experience, rather than simply purchasing goods and services. It is an experience
as much as it is an opportunity to shop and customers will travel greater distances and spend more time than they
would at traditional retail establishments. For example, Cabela’s Legacy stores (125,000 sq. ft. or more) draw
customers from over 80 miles away who then spend an average of three & a half to four hours enjoying the
‘experience”. Outlet malls are another example of destination retail. A destination doesn’t necessarily need to be
retail-based as attractions such as water parks, sports venues (for both spectator and participation options - Big
League Dreams is an example of a participation venue) or amusement parks would be good examples of
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destination attractions. While bowling alleys and movie theaters are good draws, they are not considered
destination attractions because they don’t necessarily drive foot traffic for the other tenants (other than the F&B
business driven by the theaters) in the shopping center and/or immediate retail vicinity. Nonetheless, DBC
encourages the Developer to recruit a quality family entertainment center with these components (and other
features) to the proposed development.
As referenced in the summary of the “Retail MarketPlace Profile”, there is an oversupply of $85,326,969 for
“Food Services & Drinking Places”, which would suggest that the Developer not pursue restaurants as potential
tenants. However, by attracting a mix of uses that create a destination for the entire Trade Area, there will be
ample demand for food & beverage (“F&B”) because the visitors to the proposed development will be spending
much more time (3-4 hours?) than at a traditional shopping center and that will drive customers to the restaurants
and bars located therein. That said, the Developer should focus on the operators noted in the Restaurant Market
Potential section of this summary in addition to entertainment options that include an F&B component.
It is worth noting that while the “Retail MarketPlace Profile” showed an annual leakage of $81,218,451 in the
“Specialty Food Stores” category (think Trader Joes or Whole Foods), there was a massive oversupply of
$411,061,690 in the traditional “Grocery Stores” category so it is important that the Developer focuses on that
niche market rather than grocery stores.. Also, the relatively small leakage of $12,065,098 in the “Furniture &
Home Furnishings” category is not impacted by the IKEA store in Emeryvlle because it is outside of the 30minute drive-time window which makes up the Trade Area.
Apparently, officials with the city of Vallejo were surprised to hear that the Scotts Valley Band of Pomo Indians
have submitted a request to the Bureau of Indian Affairs to recognize a large parcel of land at the interchange of
I-80 & state highway 37 as their “tribal home”. Integrated Resort Development, LLC has already purchased the
property and they have partnered with this Native American nation to build and operate a 40,000 sq. ft. casino
within a resort hotel and spa. While this would negatively impact the potential for new hotel development on the
subject property, it could be an opportunity to create a marketing agreement with the casino hotel to siphon off
some of their anticipated guests to the proposed development for shopping excursions, much like the Cabazon
Premium Outlets do with the Morango Resort Hotel & Casino in Riverside County, CA. It should be noted that
all of the neighboring cities & counties are opposing the project along with US Senator Diane Feinstein and three
different US Congressmen so that may impact the Tribe’s likelihood of success. Regardless, the Developer should
monitor their entitlement progress.
Finally, armed with this Market Profile, the Developer should meet with City and County officials and secure an
Exclusive Negotiating Agreement (“ENA”) to acquire the long-term lease of the Solano County Fairgrounds. The
term of the ENA should be one year but by no means less than six months. The Developer has assembled a strong
team of professionals and government officials should recognize that it has the best chance to succeed over any
other competition because the proposed project is the right mix of entertainment, retail, housing and (the potential
for) healthcare. It should be noted that under California law, the County Supervisors may have to publish a Request
For Proposal (“RFP”) so all interested parties have an equal opportunity to submit their proposals. This is not
necessarily a bad thing since it would prevent groups in the future from claiming that there was a backroom deal
and that it should be undone.
Appendix: This is an invaluable reference guide that provides insight into the methodology and science of the
all-important Tapestry Segments, which describes the make-up, psychographic and lifestyle habits of 67 distinct
and measurable groups. Detailed descriptions of each of the top five segments for the Trade Area are included in
the “Tapestry Profile” section of this Market Profile as these tapestry segments are an important factor for a wide
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variety of retailers, restaurant operators and investors alike and should be strongly considered in their decisionmaking process.
Disclaimer: Please note that DBC Advisors is an independent real estate consulting firm that has been hired by
the Developer to assist in the evaluation of the Trade Area in order to provide a profile of the inhabitants therein
and make recommendations based upon those findings. DBC Advisors has not studied nor evaluated the
Developer’s operations, their financial capacity or capital reserves and therefore makes no recommendations or
warranties that an investment in this Trade Area by a new retail operator will provide a return of and/or on any
capital investment made therein.
Sources: The studies contained within this Market Profile were generated from the CCIM Institute’s Site To Do
Business online research platform http://www.stdb.com/ which in turn relies upon ESRI, the world leader in GIS
(Geographic Information System) mapping platforms http://www.esri.com/
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ROBERT A. KARN & ASSOCIATES, INC.
CIVIL ENGINEERS
707 Beck Avenue• Fairfield, CA 94533
Phone (707) 435-9999 • Fax (707) 435-9988
Email: RAK@RAKEngineers.com
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ROBERT A. KARN & ASSOCIATES, INC.
CIVIL ENGINEERS

ROBERT A. KARN & ASSOCIATES, INC., is a professional civil engineering firm organized to
provide engineering services to public and private agencies throughout Central and Northern
California. Its staff includes engineers and technicians with cumulative experience totaling several
hundred years.
Robert Karn founded the firm and serves as President and CEO. Mr. Kam, a 1977 graduate of San
Jose State University and a licensed professional engineer in the State of California, has over 40 years
of engineering experience managing and directing the design and construction of public and private
engineering projects in California. He has served as a principal of a 300-person firm and a manager of
offices with up to 30 employees.
Mr. Kam and his staff have provided engineering services to an extensive list of clients including:
Private Clients

Public Clients

City of Antioch
City of Vallejo
City of Pinole
City of Benicia
City of Orinda
City of Fairfield
City of Lathrop
City of Richmond
City of Salinas
Vallejo Sanitation & Flood Control District
Vallejo Unified School District
Sequoia High School District
Jefferson High School District
Whittier School District
El Centro School District
Fair Oaks School District
Greater Vallejo Recreation District
San Joaquin Co. Office of Education
San Rafael City School
Kern Community College District
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Busch Properties, Inc.
Boos Development
Copart
CDI, Inc.
Marriott Hotels
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
Southampton Co.
Marshall Lee Architects
Richmond American Homes
Citation Northern
McNellis Partners
Seeno Construction
Forecast Homes
In-N-Out Burger
Kaufman & Broad
Summergate
JBC Realty
George Meu & Associates
Lucky Stores
Mervyns
Longs Drug Stores
Rite Aid Corporation
Station Casinos
Six Flags Discovery Kingdom
Doug Mighell, AJA
Home Base
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p
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PROJECT TEAM SUMMARY
Robert Karn, PE, QSDIQSP - Principal
Robert Kam is a licensed Civil Engineer in the State of California . Mr. Karn joined Edward Schwafel in 1981 and through successive
ownership transitions now serves as President and CEO of the firm. Mr. Kam, a 1977 graduate of San Jose State University, has over
40 years of engineering experience managing and directing the design and construction of public and private engineering projects
throughout California. Mr. Karn is also a registered Land Surveyor in the State of California and a Certified SWPPP Practitioner.
He has served as a principal of a 300-person firm prior to founding the company. He has extensive experience with the development
of planning and preliminary engineering designs throughout Northern California.
Since coming to Solano County in 1981, he has managed projects from the 1,200 acre multi-use Northgate project in Vallejo, where
the SCC Vallejo campus is located, to single family residential lot surveys. The projects ranged from IO0's to IO0's of million dollars
in construction.
Mr. Kam has developed close working relationships with several of the local jurisdictions, gaining their respect with his ability to help
Cities and Counties develop publicly funded projects.
Tony Perfetto
Tony Perfetto has been with Robert A. Kam & Associates since 2000 and currently is a Project Manager working on various types of
projects, ranging from small ADA upgrades to large scale multi-million dollar ground ups. He began his career as a designer/drafter
for a firm in Oregon while attending college for civil engineering. Once at Robert A. Kam & Associates he began designing and
permitting projects varying in size, quickly gaining increasing responsibilities. Over the years his job responsibilities have included
preparation of construction documents, cost estimates, coordination with project team, project permitting with local and state agencies,
preparation of technical reports and project scheduling. In addition, Tony has years of experience working with contractors and
clients in the field during construction. This includes completing on site inspections ensuring that the project is built per the approved
plans and specifications, and ensuring SWPPP elements are implemented effectively. Tony's expertise on construction sites help
foster a communicative environment between contractor, designers and client, resulting in a reduction in construction errors,
contractor change-orders, and schedule delays.
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&PRESENTATIVE PRoJEcT DESCRIPTIONS- CoMMERCIAL PRoJEcTs
The following is a partial list of commercial projects performed under the direction of Robert A. Karn.

PINOLE VISTA SHOPPING CENTER- PHASE

IV & PHASE V

Located off Fitzgerald Drive and adjacent to Interstate 80 in the City of Pinole, this project included design of all civil improvements
for this 40 acre commercial center. Design included all grading, utilities, retaining walls and coordination with Caltrans and other
agencies.
City of Pinole Redevelopment Agency

Client:

WAL* MART SToREs. INc. - SHOPPING CENTERS
Prepared Site Feasibility studies, Preliminary Cost Estimates and Agency fee analysis.
Provide Client representation at various public hearing forums throughout the project entitlement process.
Prepared all on-site Civil Engineering drawings including Grading, Utilities, Erosion Control, Signing and Striping; all Off-Site Street
Improvements, Landscape and Irrigation Plans, and all ALTA Surveys and Parcel Mapping required for construction of these
commercial centers. Performed agency processing for all Governmental Entitlement, CEQA process, and all site and building design
approvals. Provided construction administration and review, throughout Certificate of Occupancy and release of bonds, resulting in
project closeout.
Commercial centers were located at:
45 acre center at Rancho Parkway and Camino Mercado, Arroyo Grande, California.
9.5 acre center at Lincoln Avenue and Soscol Avenue, Napa, California.
23 acre center at Lone Tree Way and Hillcrest Avenue, Antioch, California.
13 acre center at 1-5 and east Main Street, Woodland, California .
23.S acre center at Osgood Road and Skyway Court, Fremont, California.
19 acre center at Chadbourne Road and Busch Drive, Fairfield, California.
15 acre center at Arroyo Circle and Highway 101, Gilroy, California.
,
11.S acre center at Highway 162 and 1-5, Willows, California.
60 acre center at Grant Line Road and 1-205, Tracy, California.
13 acre center at Helen Power Drive and Burton Drive, Vacaville, California.
11.S acre center at Washington Boulevard and Highway 101, Crescent City, California .
15.2 acre center at Hacienda Drive and Owens Drive, Pleasanton, California.
18.0 acre center at Sonoma Boulevard, Vallejo, California.
22 acre center at Dana Drive and Bradford Avenue, Redding, California.
20.4 acre center at Prosperity Avenue and Hillman Street, Tulare, California.
13.2 acre center at North Davis Street and Westridge Parkway, Salinas, California .
14.1 acre center at Hanzlick Drive and Highway 65, Rocklin, California.
17 acre center at Mountain City Highway, Elko, Nevada.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
,.
•
•
•
•
•
•

.

Client: Wal*Mart Stores, Inc.
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CENTRAL CoAsT TOWN CENTER, ARROYO GRANDE, CA
Prepared On-site Civil Engineering drawings including Grading, Drainage, Utilities, and Erosion Control for this 34 Acre Commercial
Center.

OFFICE MAx, SAN FRANCISCO, CA
Located at 14th and Harrison in San Francisco, California, this project included design of all Civil Engineering improvements.
Client: Lerer Brothers/G & G Investments

DIABLO PLAZA. NOVATO. CA
Located on Diablo Boulevard in Novato, California, this project included design of all Civil Engineering improvements for a 3
building commercial center including a Blockbuster Video Store.
Client: MCG Architects
BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO, VALLEJO, CA
Located at the Raley's Shopping Center on Sonoma Boulevard in Vallejo, California, this project involved design and processing of
all Civil Engineering improvements.
Client: MCG Architects
BREUNERS REHABILITATION/PACIFIC

AsIAN MALL, RICHMOND. CA

Located on Pierce Street at Central in Richmond, California, this 10 acre project included Site Feasibility, ALTA Survey, Cost
Estimates, Preliminary and Final Civil Engineering documents.
Client: Terry Kwong
BREUNERS REHABILITATION. PLEASANT HILL, CA
Located on Buskirk Avenue in Pleasant Hill, California, this 6 acre project included Site Feasibility, ALTA Survey, Cost Estimates,
Preliminary and Final Civil Engineering documents.
Client: JBC Realty

GATEWAY PLAZA, VALLEJO.CA
Located in the Northeast quadrant of Vallejo, this project included all City processing and design of all Civil improvements for this 65
acre commercial site.
Client: Vallejo Retail Center
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CARLS

JR.. VACAVILLE. CA

Located on Nut Tree Parkway at Nut Tree Road in Vacaville, California, this project included preparation of all Civil Engineering
drawings including Grading, Utilities, Erosion Control, Signage and Striping, and all ALTA Surveys and Parcel Maps required for
construction of this restaurant. Performed agency processing for all Civil Engineering plans.
Client: Carl Karcher Enterprises

Tu-N-OUT BURGER
Prepared all Civil Engineering drawings including Grading, Utilities, Erosion Control, Signage and Striping, and all ALTA Surveys
and Parcel Maps required for construction of these restaurants. Performed agency processing for all Civil Engineering plans.
Restaurants are located at:
•
•
•
•
•

El Camino Real, Mountain View, California
Nut Tree Parkway at Helen Power Drive, Vacaville, California.
Leavesley Road at Highway 101, Gilroy, California.
Holiday Lane at Travis Boulevard, Fairfield, California.
Taylor at Eureka Street, Roseville, California.

Client: In-N-Out Burger

APPLEBEES GRILL &

BAR

Prepared all Civil Engineering drawings including Grading, Utilities, Erosion Control, Signage and Striping, and all ALTA Surveys
and Parcel Maps required for construction of these restaurants. Performed agency processing for all Civil Engineering plans.
Restaurants are located at:
• Nut Tree Parkway at Helen Power Drive, Vacaville, California.
Client: The Kivelstadt Group
• Arroyo Circle at Highway 101 1 Gilroy, California.
Client: Apple Gilroy, Inc.

TAcoBELL
Prepared all Civil Engineering drawings including Grading, Utilities, Erosion Control, Signage and Striping, and all ALTA Surveys
and Parcel Maps required for construction of these restaurants. Performed agency processing for all Civil Engineering plans.
Restaurants are located at:
•
•
•
•

Jackson Street at Amador Street, Hayward, California.
Capitol Expressway at Copperfield Drive, San Jose, California.
Enterprise Road at Aliso Creek Road, Aliso Viejo, California.
Story Road at Roberts, San Jose, California.

Client: Taco Bell
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PoWER PLAZA. VACAVILLE. CA
Located on Helen Power Drive, Nut Tree Road and Burton Drive in Vacaville, California, this project included all Civil improvements
for the Phase I, 13 acre Wal*Mart Store, and the Phase II, 10 acre multi-use commercial center.
Client: The Kivelstadt Group
MEADOWS PLAZA.VALLEJO, CA
Located on Sonoma Boulevard, Northerly of Highway 37 in Vallejo, this project included design of all Civil improvements for this 18
acre commercial site.
Client: The Kivelstadt Group

VALLEJO PLAZA, VALLEJO. CA
Located on Sonoma Boulevard at Valle Vista Avenue in Vallejo, this project was known as Larwin Plaza. Provided all Civil
improvement design for the rehabilitation of this site, including Demolition Plans, Underground Utility Relocation and Pavement
Overlays.
Client: Lacaze Development
TARGET CENTER, VALLEJO. CA
Located on Admiral Callaghan Lane, this project included all Mapping and Civil improvement design for this 45 acre site.
Client: Reininga Corporation
NoRTHGATE PLAZA, VALLEJO, CA
Located at the Southeast comer of Highway 37 and Sonoma Boulevard in Vallejo, this project included all processing and Civil
improvement design for this 5 acre commercial site.
Client: Randy Baukney

JAcKINTHEBox
Vallejo,CA
Prepared Civil Engineering drawings including Grading and Utility Plans for Jack In The Box, Inc. and for the redevelopment of the
Cross Roads Commercial Center parking lot, provided assistance in agency processing for entitlements and permits.
Fairfield, CA
Prepared Civil Engineering drawings including Grading and Utility Plans for Jack In The Box, Inc. and provided assistance in agency
processing for entitlements and permits.
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BuscH CAMPUS PARK, FAIRFIELD. CA
Prepared Civil Engineering drawings including Grading and Utility Plans, provided assistance in agency processing for entitlements
and permits and performed construction staking for the development of Buildings 2A, 2B as part of the phased development of the 23
acre Busch Campus Park/University Center.
Client: CDI, Inc.

STAPLES
Woodland, CA
Prepared Civil Engineering drawings including Grading and Utility Plans for Staples store and provided assistance in agency
processing for entitlements and permits.
Vacaville, CA
Prepared Civil Engineering drawings including Grading and Utility Plans for Staples store and provided assistance in agency
processing for entitlements and permits.

RITE-Am PHARMACY
Prepared preliminary site plans and feasibility studies for over 50 sites throughout Northern CA. Provided client representation at
various public hearing forums throughout the project entitlement process. Prepared Civil Engineering drawings including Grading and
Utility Plans, ALTA Surveys and agency processing for the following projects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oroville, California
Yuba City, California
Fremont, California
Redwood City, California
San Jose, California
Oakland, California
Chico, California

GREEN lsLAND INDUSTRIAL

PARK No. 4, AMERICAN CANYON. CA

Prepared Civil Engineering drawings including Grading and Utility Plans and a comprehensive Hydrology Study, provided agency
processing for permitting and performed construction staking for Lots 1 A and 2 to complete the phased development of the 25 acre
Green Island Industrial Park No. 4.
Client: CDI, Inc./Buntain Construction
GUITTARD CHOCOLATE. FAIRFIELD. CA
Prepare Civil Engineering drawings and support calculations for the construction of a 530,000 square foot chocolate manufacturing
facility. Design includes site grading plan, water, sewer and storm drain plans as part of a phased development of a 25 acre site.
Client: Guittard Chocolate Company
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&PRESENTATIVE PRoJEcT DESCRIPTIONS - REsmENTIAL PaoJECTs
The following is a partial list of residential projects performed under the direction of Robert A. Kam.

SOUTHAMPTON, BENICIA, CALIFORNIA
Prepared Civil Engineering drawings and performed construction staking for this project. Specific tasks included preparation
of Grading, Improvement, Erosion Control, Topography, Parcel Maps and Final Subdivision Maps for this 2,500 ± acre
project consisting of approximately 5,000 single family residential townhouses and apartment units, various commercial sites,
school sites, park sites and open space areas.

NoRTHGATE PROJECT, VALLEJO, CALIFORNIA
Prepared Civil Engineering drawings and performed construction staking for this project. Specific tasks included preparation of
Grading, Improvement, Erosion Control, Topography, Parcel Maps and Final Subdivision maps for this 1,200 acre project.
Subdivisions include:
Northgate Neighborhood "A": 160 single family unit subdivision.
Northgate Neighborhood "B": 127 single family unit subdivision.
Northgate Neighborhood "C": 306 single family unit subdivision.
Northgate Neighborhood "D": 173 single family unit subdivision.
Northgate Neighborhood "E": 269 single family unit subdivision.
Northgate Neighborhood "F": 364 single family unit subdivision.
Northgate Neighborhood "H": 22 single family unit subdivision.
Commercial Project:
65 Acre multi-tenant commercial center.

TURNBERRY. VALLEJO, CALIFORNIA
Located in the Northeast Quadrant of Vallejo, this project included all City processing, design and construction staking of all
Civil Engineering improvements for this 53 single family unit subdivision.

VALLEY GLEN, VALLEJO, CALIFORNIA
Located in the Northeast Quadrant of Vallejo, this project included all City processing, design and construction staking of all
Civil Engineering improvements for this multi phase 27 single family unit subdivision.
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CARRIAGE OAKS.VALLEJO. CALIFORNIA
Located in the Northeast Quadrant of Vallejo, this project included all City processing, design and construction staking of all
Civil Engineering improvements for this 249 single family unit subdivision.

IIAMMoNn HaLs. BENICIA. CALIFORNIA
Located in Benicia, this project included all City processing, design and construction staking of all Civil Engineering
improvements for this 71 single family unit subdivision.

TBE OvERLOOK, BENICIA. CALIFORNIA
Located in Benicia, this project included all City processing, design and construction staking of all Civil Engineering
improvements for this 150 single family unit.

HYDE

pARK, VALLEJO.

CALIFORNIA

Located in Vallejo, California, the project includes 133 lots zoned tor single family residential. Specific tasks included
preparation of a preliminary site plan, grading, improvements, final map, plot plan, Department of Real Estate exhibits,
quantity and cost estimates, NPDES permitting, record drawings, and construction staking.
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ROBERT A. KARN
REGISTRATION:

Civil Engineer No. 33173, California, since 1981

EDUCATION:

B.S., Civil Engineering, San Jose State University, 1977

EXPERIENCE:

ROBERT A. KARN & ASSOCIATES, INC., FAIRFIELD, CALIFORNIA
October, 1995 to Present
PRESIDENT
Serves as President and CEO of the firm. Under Mr. Karn's direction, the firm
provides a full range of services including boundary and topographic surveys, the
design of public works improvements, site engineering, land planning and
subdivision, preliminary engineering and cost estimates, design and spread of
assessment districts, construction staking and supervision and representations at
public meetings and hearings.

GREINER, INC., VALLEJO AND FAIRFIELD, CALIFORNIA
VICE PRESIDENT & REGIONAL MGR.
1990 to September, 1995
BISSELL & KARN, INC., VALLEJO AND FAIRFIELD, CALIFORNIA
1982 to 1990
PRINCIPAL AND VICE PRESIDENT
EDWARD P. SCHWAFEL ENGINEER, INC., VALLEJO, CALIFORNIA
CIVIL ENGINEER
1981 to 1982
In 1990, Greiner, Inc. acquired Bissell & Karn, Inc. and Mr. Karn became Vice
President and Division Manager of the Development Division. In 1982, Bissell &
Kam, Inc. acquired Edward P. Schwafel Engineer, Inc. and Mr. Karn became the
Manager of the Vallejo Office. Mr. Karn started with Schwafel as a Civil Engineer
and progressed through the positions listed above as the firm went through
ownership transitions.
During this period, Mr. Karn was responsible for program management, master
planning, design and construction of major projects, including street, flood control
facilities, drainage, water and sanitary sewer systems, utilities and other
infrastructure requirements.
He managed site work for private and public
development projects for commercial, office, industrial and housing developments,
including assessment district engineering.
Mr. Karn has worked extensively with public agencies and private land owners in
the development of capital improvement programs. He was Engineer of Work for
the I-80/Atlas Road Interchange Assessment District for the City of Richmond
which is financing the local share of $8 to $10 million dollars. Mr. Karn has also
been serving as the Engineer-of-Work for the Northeast Quadrant Assessment
Districts in the City of Vallejo. These assessment districts encompass 3,500 acres
and total approximately $12 million in construction costs. As part of these projects,
Mr. Karn supervised the design of arterial streets, traffic signals, sanitary sewers,
storm drains, landscape architecture, water tanks, bridges and utilities. As Civil
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